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At the Student A~tivities
Recognition Banquet
2006, the Phi Sigma
Sigma sisters showed
their enthusiasm for
winning Sorority of the
Year.

Other awat-d winners
include: Brian Ford,
Delta Chi, SPB, SIFE,
Hockey, Peer Ed,
Extravaganza, Velodty
Dance Team, Father
Joe, Senate, Missy
Meadows, and Cathy
Doane.
Congratulations to aU
the winners and have a

SPORTS

Did you miss anything in
sports this year? If so,
check out the year in
review on page' 6 r

OPINION

Read Ziegler's Last Stand
for his final commentary
on all things Bryant on
page 13!
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Are you diverse enough? Will the
townhouses
be ready
for the fall?
By Megha~ Hanlon
Editor-in-Chie!

''And it is foolish to hope
that these (social) problems
will disappear if only one
looks the other way.
Problems go away because
someone does something .
about them." This quote,
credited to Peter Drucker,
appears on posters hung
around Bryant University
challenging those who read
it to "Do your part." So what
should you be doing your
part with? The answer is a
word that has been appear~
ing regularly. Diversity.
Tb,~ word appears again as
one of the core principles
found on the Bryant website
which states, "Bryant
University is a place where
the sacredness of each per~
son is honored and where
diversity is aggressively pursued." A search for the word
on the Bryant website will
elicit at least three events
that occurred in 2005 which
specifically promoted diversity in their description.
Photo archives
The most recent appear~
ance of this word is in the
This poster can be found all over campus
reopening of the process for
encouraging students to "do thier part".
the 2006 Young Alumni
"we did not want the nomi~
Trustee. A campus email was
that they had been selected
sent to seniors on April 25
to proceed to the next level - nating committee of the
announcing the reopening of a second interview with the
board to come back and say
this process and to "encour.
we aren't seeing a lot of
Vice Presidents of Bryant
age all seniors to apply."
diversity - we don't mean
administration.
What is important about
just in the color of students
So why the campus email
this email is that it was one
to seniors soliciting for more skins, but in their experience
of the first steps taken to
applicants? That is where the - commuters, athletes, stureopen the applicant pool
dents who may not have
word diversity appears.
been involved in the tradiafter the deadline for appliLaurie Musgrove, Vice
cations had passed and the
tional ways of campus but
• President of University
first round of interviews had Advancement and who is
were still active."
been conducted. In fact,
Musgrove continued to say
Executive Secretary for the
the, "University has many_
there were two candidates
nominating committee of
who were told through email the Board of Trustees said,
Contin~ed on page 4

VARIETY

By Ryan Daley
Opinion Editor
Ken Person, Assistant Director of Facilities,
praised Lisa ~aliberte, senior project manager,
for her "tremendous job" in "keeping ahead of
schedule and on budget" with regard to the cur~
rent construction project in the townhouses
area. Director of Residence Life John Denio
described construction as "moving right along"
and Person guaranteed "without a doubt it, will
be done." With a mild winter and limited
snow, construction successfully raced two weeks
ahead of schedule. The townhouses are e.:\.'pected to be completed by August 16, 2006.
The new block of townhouses was designed
identical to the second generation of townhouses, blocks H through M, and will fit 72 residents as well as be handicap accessible. The
block has been unoff~cially named "N Block,"
with students calling it the "new-new townho\.lS~
es," or "third generation townhouses."
Furniture in the living areas will be similar to
those of halls 3 and 4. A parking lot with 72
parking spaces is also under construction to
accommodate the increase in residents.
Although Residence Life anticipates the
project will be completed, Ken Person acknowl~
edged "you never know what's going to ha~
pen" in terms of natural and unforeseen events
such as hurricanes. If the townhouses are not
completed, Residence Life will look at a short
term solution, through either putting up students on and/or off campus if need be. John
Denio guarantees "No one is going to be c:om~
ing on campus at the end August and not have
a place to be."
The Providence Joumal reported in
February that Smithfield has recently "approved
amendments to the zoning ordinances that will
cut the maximum number of student boarders
to three per household," so Bryant would have
to take the new rules into consideration when
placing students off campus temporarily. Other
universities have resorted to renting hotel
rooms or apartments locally to accommodate
residents who are temporarily without hOllsing.
Residents are "fully expected to move in" by
Residence Life, and will be contacted as soon as
possible if anything becomes problematic.

Do

you know where your
class goft money goes?
To find out catch the last
Ask Joe of the year on
page12!

Weekend Forecast
Friday
Hi: 74
Lo:48
Saturday
Hi: 69

Lo:50
Sunday:
Hi: 63

Lo:41

Photo courtesy of Doreen lagrafe, Visuals Photography- Inc

Students enjoy the.main concert featuring Method Man and Dashboard
ConfeSSional, under the Big Top last Saturday night.

To' see more pictures from
Spring Weekend tum to page 8

Photo provided by Meghan Han/on

Director of Residence Life John
Denio described construction as
"moving right along" and Person
guaranteed "without a doubt it, will
be done."
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SAlFTEY'L
TOWED VEHICLE
APR 24 2006-Monday at 08:40
Location: BRYANT CENTER LOT
Summary: A vehicle was towed from
the admIssion space with outstanding
fines.

Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A student called to report
harassment from her ex-boyfriena
who had entered her room while she
was off campus and contact her from
her room phone.

BURGLARY (RESIDENCE)
APR 24 2006-Monday at 22:27
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A report of stolen items
from a room.

ESCORT
APR 30 2006-Sunday at 22:34
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A DPS Officer responded
to a report of a drunk belligerent
male who was a guest on campus
with no pass or wrist band. Guest
was escorted off campus.

FIRE
APR 26 2006-Wednesday at 22:37
Location: UNISTRUCTURE
Summary:- A caller states there is an
odor and a smoke condition in the
Salmonson kitchen area. Units
encounter condition with a small fire.
Fire extinguished with chemical
extinguisher. SFD contacted and
responding.
VANDALISM
.
APR 27 2006-Thursday at 00:45
Location: HALL VILLAGE
Summary: Received a call from an
RA stating that the fencing by hall 1]
was knocked over.
EMTCALL
APR 27 2006-Thursday at 09:58
Location: UNISTRUCTURE
Summary: A caller states a female
has fainted in class. EMS was activated.
POLICE INFORMATION
APR 27 2006-Thursday at 20:36
Location: JACOB'S DRIVE
Summary: While on patrol a DPS
Officer reports 60-70 persons arguing
and fighting in the miadle of Jacobs
. drive. When the Officer approached
the crowd in.vehicle they all scattered. No information gathered.
THEFT (LARCENY)
APR 28 2006-Friday at 13: 17
Location: UNISTRUCTURE'
Summary: A student advises he left
laptop in Salmonson dining and now
he can't find it.
DRUG (POSS/SALE/DEL)
APR 28 2006-Friday at 16:56
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: An RD called to report
marijuana in a refrigerator SPD has
been contacted at Hils time. One student in custody.

DRUG ACTIvITY
APR 30 2006-Sunday at 22:49
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A call came in for a possible drug activity. Units responded.
Report that several items were confiscated.
FIRE ALARM
APR 30 2006-Sund?-y at 00:29
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A report came in that
someone had set off a fire extinguisher inside the men's room in a
Residence Hall.
EMTCALL
APR 30 2006-Sunday at 01:10
Location: RESIDENCE HALL .
Summary: A call requesting an EMT
for Rescue for an intoxicated male.
EMS was activated.
EMTCALL
APR 30 2006-Sunday at 01 :49
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A request for an EMT for
a conscious drunk male. EMS was
activated.

FIRE ALARM

APR 30 2006-Sunday at 01 :46
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A call came in reporting a
fire extinguisher going off and havmg
set off the fire alarm.
VANDALISM (SCHOOL)
MAY 1 2006-Monday at 09:40
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary:_ A report of graffiti on the
forth f l o o r . '
VANDALISM (RES)
MAY 1 2006-Monday at 13:10
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A report that a screen was
ripped during the weekend.

EMTCALL
APR 29 2006-Saturday at 01:09
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: An RA called stating he
needed an EMT for a student WIth a
laceration to chin. EMS was activated.

BURGLARY (NON RES.)
MAY 1 2006-Monday at 15:40
Location: UNISTRUCTURE
Summary: A report of a stolen palm
pilot from a faculty office.

VANDALISM (SCHOOL)
APR 29 2006-Saturday at 04:46
Location: UNISTRUCTURE
Summary: An Officer discovered the
Handicapped doors above DPS office
have been vandalized.

LARCENY-THEFT
MAY 1 2006-Monday at 21 :24·
Location: COMMUTER PARKING
LOT
Summary: A reported theft of items
from a vehicle.
'

EMTCALL
APR 29 2.006-Saturday at 19:38
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: An RA called in for an
unconscIous female not responding to
any Rhysical stimuli. EMS was activateo.

BIAS JNCIDENTS None reported

HARASSMENT
APR 29 2006-Saturday at 20:00
Location: DISPATCH CENTER
Summary: A student entered dispatch
to report he was being harassed oy
students on campus and was fear for
getting into a fight.
HARASSMENT
APR 29 2006-Saturday at 21 :46

. To report a bias incident or hate crime, go to
ww~ bryant.edu/bias or call the Bjas Incident
Hotline at x 6 9 2 0 '
Bias related incident- a threatened, attempted,
or completed action that is motivated by bigotry
and bias regarding a person's real or perceived
race, religion, natural origin, ethnicity, sexual
orientation, disability, or gender status.'
Examples of these incidents include name calling, offensive language/acts, graffiti/behavior.
Bias is reported.!2D..!l:lf investigation reveals sufficient objective facts to lead a reasonable and
prudent person to conclude that the offender's
actions were motivated, in whole or in part, by
bias.

Big Brothers
of Bryant University
&

Big Brothers of RI's
Second Annual Corvette Raffle
The goal ofBig Brothers ofBryant University is to
develop mentor relationships between the university's male
populatibn and fatherless boys in the communities that
surround ,Bryant.
Over a dozen Bryant University students,· faculty and staff members
currently mentor Little Brothers in the near by Rhode Island towns'

Big Brothers is looking for male, students, faculty and staff
members to become Big Brothers
Join Big Brothers and make a difference in a child's life

Interested in a NEW
CORVETTE or $50,000?
Try your luck in the Big Brothers of Rhode Island Second
Annual Corvette Raffle. The cost of a ticket is $50
To purchase tickets or to donate to Big Brothers of Rhode
Island call (401)-432-9955
*If buying a ticket please mention you learned of the raffle through this ad*

For more information on becoming a Big Brother contact
Brandon Ruotolo at bar2@bryant.edu
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fully accused Vandalism on campus
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B Jad... Corte,
YS If
By John Crisafulli
e-m.ail matched Daley's. He also
in,that lueeting, se~mill!!lly ~urta
TIter
Campus News Editor
infonned Daley that.they were
pnsed rh.c'lt somethlllg of this
Vandalism at Bryant is a seriotls'
naOlre could happen," Daley
and frequ,ent offense. The
It's Monday llloming, Aprill?, able to trace the e~mail direcrly to
Daley's room in Hall 14.
exp~ins, "but it doesn't cha.nge
Department of Public Safety reports
2006, and you get up early to reg"Mefford's overzealous it1terrogathe tact that a sOldent had meanover 100 <-"ases of vandalism in a given
ister for classes for the fall 2006
tion led him to misquote facts and veniently been castigat~~ for :hree
year. Some of the most significan~
semester. Before logging into
wave an imaginary Yahoo! report
days based on an admu:,sr:a nve :
cases involve severe damage to reSlBanner you decide to check your
in a disrespectful attempt to make
error. 'D1rough the entire :nvestl.
dents' cars, damage to property in the
e-mail. You see that a message
me confess to something of which
gation an~ the time the ~Ullty
first-year sntdems' halls, as well as vancame through earlier that momI never did,l! Daley comments.
party admltted.wrong-dol~)g. noch- dalism caused by guests. Reports by
ing. It warns YOll not to register
DrS did not respond.
ing was done fl?ht. Had It I1?t
Resident Assisranrs and DPS Chief
for classes, that Banner is down,
Daley missed several classes the been for,the gmlry par:v conung
Coronado reveal the malicious acts of
and that IT will contact you when
rious
~ext day meeting w,ith va.
vandalism that occur on campus.
'
forwa:d 1;1 good conscience! the
the system is running again. YOll
uwestlga:lon could ha~e eastly
It is known that most vandalism
question its validIty, it is from "Mr. carnpus officials. 'I explallied to
each person everything I knew
re~ulted 111 mY,suspenslo~1 and not on campus is the work of guests that
Bryant" and there is an ad for
about the incident and that I was
bemg able to Sit here tellmg of the come to visit. Whel" a guest damages
Yahoo! at the bottom. You disrewilling to offer any help I could in
injustice."..
property on campus they receive a
gard it as a prank and register for
the investigation," Daley says.
. Da~ey I:llme~mre~y we:'t t? .see
certified Letter of Trespass from the
classes anyway. A few days earlier
According to Daley, not much
Rich Sledzlk a~a111 ~f~er hiS VISit
Depamnent of Public Safety b~nning
you received an e-maH from
progress was made in the investiga- with Glost~r. Sledzlk l.nfo~med
them tram campus. A 'copy at the letFacebook aski1'l.g you to confinn
tion as of the end of the day on
Daley of 1l1lscommumcatlOn early
rer is also torwarded to the SmithfIeld
your account. You think to yourTuesday, April 18 2006.
011 in the process. 'Die I~ addre~s.
Police. If that person reOltnS to camself, "I've already done that". You
The next day, Wednesday ~t
which I~ tra.ced cal~le ~ft t~;e O~lgl- pus without permission they will be
disregarded that email as well.
3:30 AM, a resident on Daleys
nal e-mat! With the subject test.
arrested for trespassing and are subEveryone seemed to be questionfloor came to him, as his RA,
and not from the Banner e-nuul.
jecr to being incarcerated for ~IP to six
ing the unusual e-mails. Who was
seeking advice. 'Die resident nodThe .Banner eoma.a was traced to a
months in jail and a $1,000 tine.
sending them? Were they related?
fied him that he had sent an epubhc computer 11i the
.,
Although current students are never
Did the University have any
mail from his Yahoo! account to
Unisrructure, not to Daley. S~e~~lk completely banned tram campus,
answers?, The University thought
the vulnerable list-serv sotdentlisrwrote and addendum to the 1111~al penalties for their acts of vandalism
they had an answer.
filterO@bryant.edu. Daley ~ays,
report releas~ on ~Ot:day Apnl
can indude restrictions on locations
Later on Monday the 17th, in
"He told me that he went no fur17 based on h1s reaitwclon of the
they can visit, limitations on their
a meeting with Dean Bob Sloss,
ther than to test the lisr-serv,
communication error, yet no
attelldance at events, and days and
sophomore Ryan Daley was
intending to cause no hann."
school offtcial notifi~d Daley th~r
times they are not allowed on cam,
infonned that his name was
Daley escorted the sOldenr to DPS this was the case tl11tll he met wah pus.
directly associated with the malito file a witness statement with
the IT department a,week later.
Aside from guests' acts of vandaldotlS Banner e-mail. Dean Sloss,
"I a~l1. extreme!y disappoi~lted
ism there are frequent occurrences
citing the University'S Infonnarion this infonnation.
A few hours larer, two more
by the lntemal llllScommuIlIcathat occur in the first-year halls, fOllr,
Technology (In deparnnent's evistudents visited Daley's room
don of IT, as well as from IT to
teen and fifteen; the most significant
dence linking the e-mail a MAC
based on knowledge of the new
Dean S~?sS and D~:' Daley combeing the fire alanns that tend to go
address registered to Daley,
report, and one claimed full
ments, It resulted ~n my ~etng
off on wild Saturday nights. When a
encouraged Daley to come for'
responsibility for sending the
blamed for somethmg I. dl~ not
SOl dent pulls a false fire alann it
ward.
Banner e-mail from a computer in do, as well as had negative It'l1pact
seems that, at the rirne, he/she is
III was dumbfounded by the
the UnistrUcture, while the other,
upon my character based solely on unaware of the consequences. Rhode
allegations and persisted that I
Geoff Matheson, infomied him
ITs incompetence. I do not
Island Law states that every person
had no involvement with the situthat he too was falsely accused.
demand an apology from the
who unlawfi.dly and without just
ation. I asked Bob [Dean Sloss] to
school; but do request that they
cause willfully or knowingly tampers
The three went t(!) DPS early that
walk me to IT so they could IQok
mornii'ig to give wiJ:?ess snitewill admit wrongdoing and ~ake
with, interferes With, or in anyway
at my laptops toconfin11 it:wasn:t
'me'nts';'
.
.
.
.
.
.
,
steps
to
ensure
that
no.o~e
IS
ever
impairs any public fire alann apparareally me," Daley explains. "I'm not
'The only news I was given
wrongfully accused agam.
OIS, wire, or associated equipm.ent
very computer savvy and was
later that day was that I was no
Daley contests d:at he never
shall be guilty of a felony. It also states
unsure how the MAC address
sent any of the e-l.nal~, nor had .
that anyone convicted of such a crime
would have been. mine," he added. longer a suspect. I didn't hear
back as to how my name was assa- kn0v.:ledge of thelr ~~tence until . can face a fine brger than $1,000 but
Daley met with Rich Seidzik, the
dated with the Banner e-mail, nor questioned about hlS mvolvement, less than $5,000, and/or they can
Network Support Manager, who
why I was a suspect if the e-mail
As of rh,is publication d~t~, the
face imprisonment for more than one
was leading the search for the
was truly sent from a public cornUniverSity has never offtclal~y
but less than nve years.
source of the e-mail.Seidzik conputer" Daley exasperatedly
infonl1ed Daley. as to how hiS
Furthennore, anyone guilty of misfim1ed that the MAC address of
explains.
name was as~CX;tated, and based
using fire equipment may be crimithe e-mail did not match either of
on the confllctmg verbal c~n:mu~
nally charged with a felony. That perIt wasn't until a week later that
those on Daley's two laptops.
Daley met with Art Gloster, Vice
nication to Daley fran; IT, It IS still son would also be subject to on<amSiedzik unfortunately could not
President of IT. "Art informed me
suspicious as to why hIS name was
pus disciplinary charges which could
be reached for comment.
brought up. ,
.
include expulsion. For students who
Later that evening, while at din- that the 'srudents responsible had
attempted several times' to send
Daley adds, "The handlmg of
provide DPS with inforniation that
.
ner Daley was approached by
the e-mail as if it were coming
this incident is very disappointing. leads to the culprit of vandalism, an
Department of Public Safety
from my computer," Daleysays.
Everyrhinp- I have done at Bryant
award of$l,ooo is issued. The guilty
(DPS) officer Steven Freches.
has been 111 effort t? make thiS;
pe~on will then be made to reimItOfficer neches informed me that . Gloster informed Daley that the
cOt,'lputer thatwas used to send
mor~ ~f an academiC c~mmumty
burse the $1,000 to the school.
DPS was looking for me and that
the e-mailswasnolongerliveonby~als.111g A.ware~ess of 1mportant
Unfortunately for many of us, the
he needed to bring me to the stathe network nor had it been since soctallSSues, gemng students more guilty person is not always found and,
tion for questioning,· says Daley.
the e-mail w~s ii.1itially sent. "It still involved, and making people care
as a result, everyone shares the cost of
At the station, Daley met with Lt.
didn't make sense because the per~ about somethin~ othe~ than the~n- the damage. In a case where damage
Mefford for interrogation.
son responsible informed merhe
sek:s. An e-~~ll of thIS nature IS
is done to property of a certain floor
Mefford informed Daley that the
computer was in the UnistrUcture. agru.nst everyrh1l1? I have ever
in a given hall, the cost is split at the
school had a six page report from
and was very upset when he heard stood for, and thIS embarras~ment end of the year by every person who
borh Yahoo! and IT confirming
I was falsely accused," Daley'
of an investigation has certainly
lives on that floor.
that the MAC addresses attained
clouded my perception of Bryant
The vandalism on campus is more
from tracing the IP headers on the explained to the Archway. "Art
University."
extensive than just a few false alam1S.
Gloster ga>re me a verbal apology
.

2006 SENIOR CLASS GIFT

.

E",,'l' year DPS receives reportS 01
damage done to parked cars. One RA
reported that, th~re was one incidenr
where resident's <-<lr was stomped
on so that the roof was completely
caved in, the windows were broken,
and there was vomit all over the back.
Aside from that, other actS of vandalism include broken windows to the
front doors of the building, broken
lounge windows, broken fumiOire in
the lounges (such as splitting a couch
in two, and cars being keyed).
A most shocking occurrence is one
reported by DPS O"fficer Cor01:ado,
in his own words, 'Die DPS dISpatcher was monitoring the surveillance cRlneras in the commuter lots.
A car with three males drove in and
parked. Since it was about, two ~n ,
the moming the dispatcher s cunaslty
was piqued, The sOidents exited the
vehicle. One of them appeared to be
making swaying motions near severnl
parked cars, 111e dispatcher's camera
zoomed in to get a closer look and
discovered that the male was plll1Cmring holes on the hoods and sides of
cars with a sharp poimed metal
object. Officers were dispatched to
the scene and qUickly apprehended
the culprit. It was all caught on rape.
In total he had damaged fifteen L"llrS
and was made to make resrimtion. in
the amount of over $7,000. When
asked :why he had vandalized the vehides his answer was that he was just
having fun."
Most recenrly, last week a townhotlse resident's car was damaged
with their side view mirror being
knocked right off. Snldenrs do have
to beware that Whe1'l they park their
cars they do so at their own risk.
Cases like this one happen frequenrly, especially during weekends. Most
of the time the people who damage
cars are intoxicated and lust happen.
to be walking by a person's car at dle
wrong time.
Last semester in Hall 15 there was
serious defamation of sd1001 property
when S0111eOne broke into the COl\'\.man kitch.en area and drew on the
walls and equipment with pennanenr
marker. The kitchen had to be closed
for several days and be repainted.
And, of course, no one can fo:;get the
infamous HaUl5, third floor sludge
incident" last year. When two SOldents were playing Frisbee in the hall
way they hit a pipe and sludge poured
all over the third floor; the damage
was extensive and very expensive to
fIX. Both srudents were fined and nei.
ther are residents at Bryant anymore.
Needless to,say, vandalisl1; at.
Bryant is one of the campus s biggest
problems and for those who have
been victims' it is never a
le.
FacUities Ma~agement, D
many RAs have to deal with those
occurrences on a weekly ~as.is. On~
RA, Randy Trickett says, I Just thmk
people forget that this is their home
and mom and dad are not here to
look out for you anymore."

a

SENIORS!!

2006 Senior Class Gift Campaign
www.bryant.edujclassgfft
Name

StudentlPf

YeJl1 would like to give to the 2006 Senior Class GIlt
Campaign by offering my Freshman HousIng Dep051t1

Address

I

Please accept my pledge of:
? FuJI pledge (100% of deposit balance)

Bryant University
Development Office
1150 Douglas Pike

1.$100 1$75

1$50

?Other$_ __

City/State/Zip
Telephone

'E·mall

Smithfield, RI 02917

Payment Options:

? Cheek payable to Bryant University memo; 2006 Senior Class GIlt
Please c:Illlrte my: ? Visa 1 Mastercard 1 AmEx

Signature
TlIank)Oul Look for)OurlllllllulI OIIr Hooor Roll OII_Websltel Join us at tile Fllllie EI'Intoll
MOlIday, May 15. 2008 6-8 p.m.1II tile Slepall Grand Hall.

Accountil

Win Red Sox tickets by donating
$50+ in cash, check or through
your housing deposit.
You could win T\NO front row tickets to
a Red Sox game
(watch out for flying bats)!!

ExpiratIon Datil

LEGAL STATEMENT The infommion you provide will lie used for University business and will not be released unless required by law. To review your reoord. CQIItacl Univl!1Sity Advancemen~ 1150
000 las Pike Smilbtield RI,02917, AU iftsare tax deduc!lble as resented b law"

Donate now to be entered to WIN!!
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Continued from page 1
commitments to diversity of thought,
diversity of lifestyle, diversity of origins,
countries, city, .town and we hadn't put
in to place the things we needed to
make sure this representation reflected
that." Those things that need to be put
in place would "encourage a broader
perspective of students to apply."
This year,. the nominating committee
saw only five applicants. Out of a class
of at least 661, Robin Warde, Interim
Director of Alumni Relations, noted
the committee's "concern for lack of
interest from the snldents." This concern led to the decision to reopen the
process because "something different
needed to be done."
The two finalists were told they were
still considered finalists, but that as
Musgrove said, there was now a step
being taken "to see if other students
should be joining them as finalists." For
Brian Levin and Cathleen Doane, the
reopening of the applications was an
act of injustice. They felt the message
being made to them was their "qualifications, which had been complimented
(were) not enough."
'
In response, these two applicants felt
the need to communicate their own
message. This was done in the form of
a letter, in which, they withdrew from
the process. In their letter, which Levin
and Doane hand delivered, they wrote,
"as two qu?lified candidates ...we are
question.ed, not on our merit, but on
our diversity, and the diversity of the
pool from which we merged ...The message now communicated is that the
intentions and qualification we present
as candidates are not enough."
According toJoseph Harding, a comm.ittee Inen~ber and class of 2007, the
committee was able to select two very
qualified candidates" from the "applicant pool." Indeed, Jennifer Markacs,
the 2005 Young Alumni Trustee,
"find(s) Cathy and Brian to be two of
the most deserving people of the privilege of serving on the Board." Musgrove
commented that the decision to reopen
the pool was not a reflection on the
two final candidates who are "great
young people." Furthermore, Musgrove

explains, that there is "no set mold or
model" for this position,· but that they
are "looking for a broad spectrum of
smdents and experiences."
The need for diversity among the
applicant pool is not argued by anyone.
Diversity is a "valid reason for wanting
to interview other candidates," as
Markacs said, "but it's the point in the
process where someone chose to accept
new applicants that I find question~
able." This is echoed by Harding who
felt "everyone had the same oppornmity to apply the first time around and
there was no need for this to happen
the way it did." Michael Oliveri, another smdent on the committee thinks this
decision came too late in the process
and would have been more appropriate
for consideration next year. Levin and
Doane question why this process was
stopped when it was. They are not "discounting the importance of diversity or
the need for it on ariy committeej
rather we feel it inappropriate at this
point in the process to be forcing it in."
Warde cites this abrupt stop in the
process was because every year the concern for the lack of participants is experienced and it was decided it needed to
be stopped this year. Musgrove expresses the "wish that timing could have
been different" but the in terms of this
"unpleasant experience" the "best outcome of this would be a very large
pool." She acknowledges Levin and
Doane's decision to withdraw with "disappoinnnent and dismay" because that
was "not the intended outcome." She
continues to say she hopes the recent
events "do not over shadow their experience - because that would be the
worst thing."
To Levin and Doane, this process has
"changed (their) perspectives of the
University. And while the decision and
the writing of the letter to withdraw
from the pool was difficult, to them
this process is a "blatant contradiction
to the values, like character, and ethics
that the institution stresses to the stu~
dents in all aspects of the Bryant experience and community." As a soon to be
Alumni, Levin feels "disheartened.
Over the three years he has believed in

the good of the University" and this
gecision has led him "to question
Machtley's leadership of the Universitywhich is unfortunate because of my otherwise great experience." Levin
explained "he loves Bryant, and fully
supports it, but must do so with great
reservation so long as Ronald K.
Machtley is president of the
University. "
Doane believes "there may be other
qualified people" for this position and
hopes "they do find someone who is a
quality candidate who can fill that role
on multiple dimensions." Her concern
is that the "decision will be for diversity
and not for devotion and qualifications."
Levin also "understands that this is a
position of im.portance and must be
filled" and hopes "that whatever candidate is placed on the Board of Tmstees
recognizes the injustice that was done
and makes sure as part of their responsibility that top down poorly made decisions are questioned and that in their
role they take steps to make sllre this
type of thing doesn't happen in the
future."
The biggest message communicated
during this process by Levin and
Doane, was not to withdraw from the
process but was conveyed during a
Senate meeting on Wednesday, April
26, 2006; Doane informed the campus
of the reason behind their withdrawal
from the application process, all the
while Levin. wore a shirt that had
"silence" death" written across the
front. It was the Day of Silence after all.
As for now, the nomination packet is
available once againlnd due by
Wednesday, May 3r ,2006. The 2006
Young Alumni Trustee will be
announced during the May 20 th graduation in which President Machtley will
receive a brick to be placed along the
Alumni Path.

•

Seniors!
2006 Senior Class Gift
Campaign Finale Celebration
Monday, May 15, 2006
6-8 p.m.
FREE ADMISSION & COCKTAIL RECEPTION!!
RSVP by Monday, May 8 to smaldona@bryant.edu

Congratulations Class of 2006
and THANK YOU!
From the 2006 Senior Class Gift Committee

Disario's
efforts contin~
ue through
memorial fund
By Elizabeth Maglione
Business Manager
On February 10, .2006 the Robert DiSario
Actuarial Math SOA Certification Fund was started
in honor of Professor Robert DiSario, a math professor here at Bryant University. For those of you
unfamiliar with DiSario he came to Bryant in 1999
and joined the Math Department. He was the husband of Professor Nand Weinberger, a professor in
the Department of Applied Psychology, and the
father of their daughter Molly. DiSario enjoyed
learning many new things and loved the outdoors.
He always wanted to share what he knew with others.
One of his joys here at Bryant was to work closely with stUdents to help them pass the Society of
Actuary exams to pursue a professional certification. These exams are a requirement for those who
choose a career within Casualty Actuarial Society
(CAS) or Society of Actuaries (SOA). These exams
can be taken before or after a student graduates
from college and can often times be a financial burden.
With the help of many colleagues the Robert
DiSario Acmarial Math SOA certification fund will
be able to help relieve this burden of the smdents
who are taking these exams. It is hoped that this
fund will create more interest in the Actuarial field
and encourage students to follow their dreams.
Currently $4,700 has been raised in support of this
fund and no money has been used toward scholarships as of now. All faculty and staff are encouraged to donate to this fund as it will not only
honor DiSario's memory, but encourage more
Actuarial Mathematics students to pursue their
career in this field.
Donations can be made through the Campus
Campaign. Faculty can also check with family to
see if their companies will match their donations.
Weinberger is greatly appreciative to all those who
have donated and knows that this is something her
husband would have truly wanted.
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Struggling with participation
By Lauren Cimino
Assistant Editor
Think back to September - the sun was
ihining, a new class of freshmen adjusted to
:ollege life, upperclassmen prepared to
.mpress interviewers, and something remarklble happened.· Participation in campus
~vents appeared to reach an all time high
md it was expected to continue throughout
:he year. However, this hope was dashed for
many organizations' e-boards and their advi.
IOrs as the year wore on.
SPB Degan the fall strong with packed
mdiences for many events ari.d the possibili.ty of closing events to students in order to
not go over a room's maximum capacity.
Fortunately, major organizations like SPB
h.a,ve,;t.large base of twenty constantly active
members through chairs and e-board to staff
events and encourage students to attend.
rhroughout the year, these SPB members
work to develop programs that interest the
student body, like themed weekends, bands,
comedians, and bingos. Yet, fluctuating
attendance hinders the continued growth of
the events.,
'
Shannon Griffin, SPB Films chair and
treasurer of the Arts and Culture Club, has
had many experiences with high and low
turnouts. "For most of my SPB events,"
explains Gr.iffin, "I have had a good tumour,
ranging from 103 to less than 14 people for
films." Griffin does recognize the impact a
large organization like SPB has on attendance. In comparison, her Arts and Culture
Club events did not realize the same success
and their event with the highest attendance
has been the gallery night in 'Providence
held earlier this year.
Kathryn Corey, Student Activities
Program Advisor, describes the larger issue
regarding student participation as "getting

the campus to come to programs for them,
paid by them, and come see what college is
all about." There is a select group of students, like the SPB chairs, who, according to
Corey, "actively participate because they
wal~t to step up an.d tak~, an active role in
thelr college expenence .
Engaging students has also been a challenge for the community service program on
campus, currently ran by Vanessa Jones, the
AmeriCorps*VISTA Service Coordinator.
Surprisingly, many students participate in
service activities; however it is primarily
through organizations and consists of the
same people. This year, 4,475 service hours
were logged on campus, averaging to about 1
\12 hours per person.
One project Jones worked on was this
year's Raise Your Voice Week from February
27-March 3. With planning beginning first
semester, "no more than 20 students came
out to support the Hurricane Katrina Relief
Benefit Coi1cert with over half from different schools and the rest from SPB and
Bryant Helps who ran the event," according
to Jones. Other events during the week did
have better turnout, but many classes
required attendance.
Raise Your Voice Week also held a
Service Fair in the Rorundawith twelve
organizations, like The One Campaign, setting up displays to promote servicecallses.
Jones shared "the organizations were very
disappointed with the lack of student interest and how students weren't taking advantage of what's right in front of them."
Throughout the year, many excuses were
given to students; faculty, and administration for the low turnout of the events, bur
Jones does remind everyone "when are college students nor going to be busy?"

Mentor Doug Schobel
and Mantee

All kids need
someone who can
herp them achieve
their hopes and
dreams ...
You can help.
Rl Mentoring Partnership
Feinstein Mentor Network

Interested in becoming a Mentor??
Contact Arlene McNulty (401) 732-7700
or email amcriulty@rimentor.org
For more information check out www.rimentor.org
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Spring 2006 semester of sports in review
this game, but there would be no
Wonrn-s Tennis
chance to score if senior Ashley
Fabrizio wasn't in the defensive
The women's tennis program
line. Causing a game high five
entered the 2006 season looking
SaItOOU
turnovers in a
to defend their
game against
two straight
The Bryant University softball
AIC, Fabrizio
conference
program had a historic 2006 regproves to be a
titles. The teall'
huge asset in the
ular season. The Bulldogs powerfaced some stif:
ful offense and resilient pitching
back line.
competition
staff
The team will
froIu a strong
surely miss the
helped the
Stonehill squac
graduating sen-.
team.
during the seaiors including
achieve a
son, but they
Marisn Lawrence,
school
once again finAshley Fabrizio,
record 23
ished out on
Samantha Libby,
conference
top.
and Maureen
wins and a
Sronehill
Burns (a midregular seahanded the
son
fielder with
Bulldogs their
excellent skill
Northeastonly regular
10
and 2005 capseason loss and
rain), but will
Conference
snapped their
Worr.r:;'n -S La c:J:aiSe
emerge from the
title.
35 match conloss to prove sucA large
ference winpart of the
One of the youngest programs cessful again in
Photo courtesy of Bryant Athletics ning streak.
the 2007 season
on Bryant campus, the women's
Bulldog's
.
The Bulldogs,
lacrosse team is also one of the
for another year Sophomore Eric Loh is at
success was
however, got
in a row.
teams who has experienced the
BasemU
the quality
the top of the pitching rota- the.ir revenge ir
most success. Currently 8-2 in
. innings
Even though the
tion for the Bulldogs and
the Northeastcurrent standings for
Photo courtesy of Bryant Athletics from their
the NE-lO Conference and 10-4
lAA'11'S rrA........ ;~ started nine games last year 10 Conference
overall, there are several key play.lV.L(..,
.l.(...I..u..u..:7
Tournament.
pit~hing
the Bulldogs baseball Before coming to Bryant,
ers who
as a freshman
After defeating
team are 16-30 over- junior Ben Caisse was #1
staff. The
all, they currently
_
staff co~nhave led
Southern New
have a 14-12 record for smgles for 4 years and on
bined for a
this team
Hampshire and Bentley in the
the 3-time Eastern
2.51 ERA
the Northeast-lO
The men's
to their
first two rounds of the playoffs,
tennis program
current
Conference.
Connecticut Conference first and had a
the Bulldogs faced off against
had a solid 2006
standings.
Most recently,
team
total of 181
Stonehill in the Charnpionship
season. The team
sophomore Eric Loh
strikeouts
Consistent
match. The Bulldogs got a
was named Northeast-10 Pitcher
on the season. Sophomore Janine headliners
compiled a 9·7
straight set win at six singles fron
overall record (8-3 sophomore Lauren Mullen to
Shaurn
of the Week, and teammate and
Enos led the staff with. 11 wins
in NE-10 play)
Leddy and
fellow sophomore Luke Cowan
and a 1.98 ERA. Junior Nikki
post a 5-4 victory and became the
and had a strong
Ingalls also was impressive,
Lauren
2006 Northeast·lO Tournament
performance in
adding a no-hitter against
Carlisle are
Champions.
the conference·
Franklin Pierce to her Bryant
the team's
The clutch win against
tournament. They Stonehill is a great representatior
leading
career.
beat Le Moyne
scorers.
The Bulldogs provided an
of this hard-working squad. Six
College in the
electric offense throughout the
Leddy
players were named to the 2006
opening round,
season. The team posted a .316
scored five
All-Conference team. junior
but were beat by
batting average and combined to
goals in a
Sacha Solomon was named
Assumption
hit 30 homeruns. junior Amanda game
Northeast-lO Player of the Year
College in the
against
Gagne led the powerful offense
for the third straight year and
semi-finals~
AIC, while
with·a .361 batting average and
made first team All-Conference.
The team
Carlisle
29 RBI. Her teammate, junior
She compiled a 12-0 record at
placed three athAmanda Wilbur, led the team
scored her
No. 1 singles. Senior Alex Spenc(
with 45 hits and 8 homeruns.
100th
Photo courtesy of Bryant Athletics letes on the 2006
and junior Annette Jervasi were
.
Northeast-lO All.
Senior captain jordan Dargon
career goal
also honored with first team
Senior
defenseman
Tim
Duffany
Conference
team.
finished out her Bryant career
against
selections. Senior Alanna
was Named to the Preseason
junior Al Duro
with a .346 batting average. The
Franklin
Santanello and sophomore
offense gave opposing pitchers
Pierce on
All-American Honorable Mention was
Michelle
headaches and helped Bryant to
April 17th. by Face Off magaZine.
Burke were
an 11 game winning streak at one 'No wonder
named secpoint during the season.
the attack is
ond team
The Bulldogs ranked No.4 in
this threatening, as these two jun· named first team
Allthe NCAA Northeast Region and iors are under the experience of
All-Conference.
Conference.
look continue their regular seaveteran senior Marisa Lawrence.
Duro posted an 11Lauren
son success in the post season.
Of course scoring matters in
4 record at No.5
Mullen was
singles this year.
selected to
Junior Ben
third team
Photo courtesy of Bryant Athletics
Caisse compiled.
AllSenior catcher Jordan
an overall
Conference.
As you probably know, the
record of 11-4
As the
Dargon Jordan is leading the
Bulldog's men's lacrosse team is
and was named
2006
team this year with a .432
one of the most successful teams
second team
Northeast-!!
batting average and was
. on campus, earning a record of
Tournamen
All·Conference.
, named NE-10 Playe of the
8·2 in the NE.lO Conference
Junior Zach
Champions
Week on April 4th
and 11-4 overall.
Goodu'i.an
the Bulldog.
As for personal success, sen~~~~
~
was also named to the Northeastiors Steve Coppinger (14 goals in
all-conference
clinched a
10 Honor Roll. The pitching ros- 15 games this season for the
selections being
spot in the
ter jjust continues to get better, as Bulldogs including three gameNCAA tour
named third
sophomore Adam Vuolo cam.e in winners, currently third all-time
nament.
team Allin school history with 82 career
to close and save the game five
This year
Conference. He
goals, fourth with 124 career
times so far this season. These
posted a 10-5
Photo courtesy orBryant Athletics Bryant
points) and Tim. Duffany (presea·
pitchers are under the watchful
'_.·.J···u,r.'·.•//···f'··,,-'v'·',,·, overall record at
.
University is
No.3 singles.
Senior defender Ashley
hosting the
eye of veteran seniors Chris
son all-America selection, has
Bowser alld Brian Fioretti.
been Bryant's defensive leader
The doubles tan- Fabrizio started all 18
first two
Other notables are senior
th1s season and is currently
games, recorded 25 ground rounds of the
dem of Cassie
eighth all-time at Bryant with 149
Chris Brown, who is always a
and Goodman balls on the season and had tournament
danger on the offensive side, hitcareer ground balls) were both
w::re also rec?g- 16 draw controls and had
that will run
ting almost everyball thrown at
named to the Northeast-lQ First
/\/('Y:./}':" {<J lllzed for thetr 9- •
May 3-4. The
him.
Team for 2006, joining freshman
_~~~::z:z::=~3:t.fl~·r3U 4 league record. SIX caused turnovers rast
Bulldogs face
Although this team is losing
standout Andrew Hennessey who
Photo courtesy of Bryant Athletics They were
year
Philadelphia
very valuable players like seniors
also earned first team honors.
named third
University in
Chris Brown, Nick TucareUa,
Fellow freshman Matt McKeefrey
Junior Sacha Solomon led the team All-Conference.
the first round.
Daryle Crowley, Chris Bowser,
rounds out the 2006 honorees
team in singles and doubles
The Bulldogs will look to
Brian Fioretti and Paul
for the Bulldogs by earning
records while going undefeated improve on their 2006 season This compelation lry Sarah
Novakowski, thes~ upperclassmen Second Team All-Conferenc'
in both columns in conference next spring and will return all . Slingerland and Stephen Demers
are no doubt training their
honors.
members of this year's team.
As usual, the Bryant Bulldogs
athletic programs prove to be on
top. So far this season there have
been amazing performances from
all spring teams. Fortunately, the
spring season for these teams are
nor over, so you can still enjoy
watching them compete.
The spring 2006 season has
been record breaking for both the
men's and women's
track teams, the
men's lacrosse team
is sending four of its
players to the
ItJortheast-l0 AllConference team,
and the women's
lacrosse team has
been playing with
some of the best players Bryant has ever
seen, just to name a
few of the accomplishments so far this
season.

underclassmen for an 'even better
season next year.

Also, Jedd Storoshenko was
named the Northeast-lO
Conference Player of the Week
while teammate Bryan Kaufmann
was recognized as the Northeast10 Conference Freshman of the
Week, and the team itself is
ranked 9th in the USlLA
(United States Intercollegiate
Lacrosse Association).
Although based on the ml1nbets, this young team will only be
losing four seniors, these seniors
are key players: Jedd
Storoshenko, Tim Duffany, Steve'
Coppinger and Adam Smith.
But the way the younger players
were trained by these seniors,
next year will be an even better
season, as the Bulldogs will come
back hungry for more Sllccess.

Dlav last year

April 2.1, 2006
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.Sports Review Continued •
Men's Outdt.xJr Track. and Field
Before the Bryant Bulldogs will host the Northeast-l0
Conference Championship this weekend, they spent last
Sunday, April 30th setting a few new school records. A
few of the highlights at this game was in pole vaulting as
Junior Rob Schneider, improved his mark by clearing 13
feet, 3.5 inches; breaking the record that he previously set.
The preseason coaches'
poll result
showed the
Bulldogs had
been picked
fourth in
March as the
team looked
full of promise
for their
upcoming season, proving
this title well
deserved as
junior Hafiz
Greigre sprinted to first
place in the
100m and
200m with
times of 10.71
(new school
Photo courtesy of Bryant Athletics
record) and
Junior
sprinterHafiz
Greigre helped
21.56, respecbreak three school records this
tively.
Greigre also
season.
set a new
school record in the 400m with a time of 48.26.
The MIT invitational also proved to be a good meet,
as the 4x400m relay team which consisted of freshman
Zach Perron, sophomore Jeff Hedberg, junior Joe

Brennan and Greigre set a new school record with a time
of 3:24.24.
On April 22, the Bulldogs were faced with another day
of less than stellar weather, bur their performance was
anything but. III his first spring 3,000 meter steeplechase,
Freshman Brian Ford place second with a time of 10 minutes, 16.90 seconds. In the nlen's 5,000 meters, Caleb
Paul, a senior, place second overall with a time of
15:36:94.
The next meet for the team is this Saturday which just
happeris to occur here on the Bryant track. The NE-lO
'Championships are the most important meet of the regular season, and they hope to help bring home the
President's Clip once again for Bryant. The men's track
and field team has seen three records come down this season and set countless personal bests. There will only be
an improvement for next year's squad.

..
-"

Saturday, as the Bulldogs compete for one last time here
011 the Bulldog track.

Overaff, Bryant altheticr proved once again this
}ear as a cbninant force in the NE10 Conference.
Bryant athleticr nill no chuht niss the graduating
seni~ and lxpe to have an even m::re successful
}ear next J'l"ar.

U0nrn's Outdoor Track am Field
The women's track and field proved to be a force to be
reckoned with this season, as the team came together to
help bring down a total of five records on the women's
side during the 2006 Outdoor season. Narasha Stevenson,
a junior, helped to set two through her 25.79 seconds
time in the 200m dash, and 12.54 in the 100m. A second
record came from the field as freshman Rachel Martinich
threw the javelin 113 feet, 6 inches, breaking a record that
had been held for two years.
At the season opener at Rhode Island College
Invitational, the stage was already being set for a great season, as freshman Justine DOllvadjian'took first place in
the 400 meters with time of 61.84 seconds.
The 3,000 meter record also fell during the Bryant
Invitational, as sophomore Nicole Radzik ran a 12:13.57.
Although this team is probably the best kept secret on
Bryant's campus, it usually comes down to them to help
pull the President's Cup away from Bentley. Can they do
it again for the third year in a row? We'll see this

Photo courtesy of Bryant Athletics

Rachel Martinich is only a freshman, but she's already proving to
be an asset to the throwing squad.
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Telemarketing Position
Wall Street Mortgage Associates
r-----~----------~------------,

lAttention Students: l
I

'

•

I

________________________
:L ___
Secure
Your Summer Job Now :
~~

~

located in North Smithfield, RI.
Telemarketers wanted for expanding multi-state
mortgage company. Good verbal skills required, hourly
plus commission. Bi-Iingual a plus.
Call 401-597-5540.

Apartment for Rent
Must be at least 18 years of age. No experience necessary. Work as a Machine Operator or Shipper in a
fast paced automated environment.

Potential to ear0 $14.55 hr incentive pay (12.60Jhrto start)!

Providence (Elmhurst Area)
3-4 Bedrooms, Laundry on site, No pets allowed,
Available June 1, 2006. For more info,
please call 401-597-5541.

HELP WANTED

$1.00/hr shift differential!
Opportunity to qualify for end of summer bonus
(Average student bonus $400)

=

Great schedules to choose from!
3 days off per week!! (8 hour shifts)
or
4 days off pe'r week!! (10 or 12 hour shifts)
Day, evening, and night shifts available
Don't wait! Interview now for summer positions! Train part time
now to be ready for summer! We will work around your school
schedule!

Sales/Retail: Hot, all new state of the art Lincoln
Tanning Salon, some experience preferred.
$8 ..10/hr, flexible hours, call right now .. Jen 2259754

HELP WANTED
Serious college web-preneurs required for my
www.kanosis.com. as founderlinvestor I can put you
at the top of the food chain with forced matrix
marketing. rbeatrice@ultratust.com 508-429-0011

ge8
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elena Snupsh0i8s

May 5, 2006
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All pictures courtesy of Doreen lagrate. Visuals Photography. Inc and Joe Hansen

A&W TIRE .AND
SERVICE
401-231-4830
Complete Auto and Truck Repair
375 Farnum Pike, Smithfield RI
Less Than a Mile from the Bryant Campus
Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30-5:00
Saturday 7:30-12:00

SERVING THE GREATER
BOSTON AREA

Oil Changes always $12.95
wi Student ID
19.95 wi Faculty ID

~!"21
West Realty

Prices do not include tax & $1.95 disposal fee

AdamS. Tobaok

Flat Re'pairs are
always FREE
for the Staff &
·Student Body
For Information and Appointments
email:]ohn@AWTire.necoxmail.com

Aeftl E§tate ·COM§yfttmt
(lTrLl,t ToblffJ)kl!
161 Mt, Auburn S1.
W~tt;)rtt;)wr', MA O~41~
P: e17,e2~,~~BO x241
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The finest compliment I can ever receive is the referral
of your friends, family and business associates
Thank You For Your Trust

BRYANT ALUMNI CLASS OF '96
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Quitting Takes Practice

. Go to trytostop.org
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The Things That Make

a la mode: Tealuxe
By Lauren Cimino
Assistant Editor
By Ryan Daley

fine alone or
with a bit of
honey. The
croissant was
Opinion Editor
amazing; with
In an unexp~cted trip to Thayer St.,
a sugary
realuxe caught our attention this past week.
almond paste
We've long been intrigued on our travels to
in the center
rhe Crepery or other Thayer St. destinaand crisp
'i6ns, exactly what Tealuxe has to offer, and
almonds sprinlOW it compares to other fine beverage
kled on top. It
~stablishments in the area. Tealuxe certainwas fresh,
y had much to offer, with over 50 varieties
flaky, and a
)f tea from exotic locations across the globe. fine addition
Photo courtesy ofwcities.com
rhey also have tasty pastries such a1j craisto the Royal
;ants,.c;ookies, muffins, and other superior
Coconut grande tea in front of me.
:ats.
Lauren: My Orange Echinacea was
The setting and dress of the cafe is elesweet and tangy. Tealuxe claims it has
(antly simple with a modern feel. The
"soothing natural orange and jasmine
nood was dark, with the countertops and
essence and echinacea to battle back sick:hairs a combination of copper and wood,
ness and boost your immune system." It
md little lighting. The corner-shop has two
certainly appeases, and has a wonderful
till walls of windows to light the place, and
smelL The croissant was appetizing and
vith the scenery on Thayer St. right outlarge enough that I could have had half for
ide, it all depends on the mood you're in,
breakfast and the rest for a snack later on. I
vhether or not you'd enjoy your experience.
also very much enjoyed having a window
Ryan ordered #156, Royal Coconut and
seat and watching everyone go about their
ill almond croissant, while Lauren chose
day.
r218,the Orange Echinacea and due to her
With that said, we do recommend a visit
lUt allergy, was forced to settle for a plain
to Tealuxe. It is a bit expensive, depending
:roissant.
on what you buy, bur can satisfy your need
,..-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---, for a trip off campus and
Ryan: Now I'm not
ea connoisseur, but I do
something more exotic than
:njoya experimenting
bagged tea. It depends on the
he myriad of flavors
m.ood you're in, whether or
nost finer breakfast
not you'll enjoy your visit
:stablishmentsoffer. I
entirely, because the design
Isually enjoy either a red
encourages a quick fix and a
Ir green tea, and this
walk out the d06r. We don't
noming I was in the
blame them, with all the peonood for a fruity green
ple along Thayer St." and the
lavor. The Royal
' - - - - - - - - - -.......- - - - 1 limited amount of space avail·
:oconut was one of the
able for commerce, it is hard
letter green teas I've had. Tea luxe. describes
to please everyone with comfortable chairs
t "Like a sojourn in the South Pacific" and
and a more open atmosphere. We give
aIls it a "Bold pouchong tea." It truly had a Tealuxe 3.5 out of 5.
resh coconut taste and was very smooth. It
I11ly takes a few m.inutes to brew, and tastes
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3.5 Stars!
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This is your last
dose'of the
semester, I
'have-heard that
some people
have gotten
rather addicted
to this game
since it started
appearing in
The Archway,
make sure you
study for your
finals first.
Good Luck on
Exams!
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INSTRUCTIONS
Complete the grid so each
roW, column and 3-by-3
box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to 9.
For strategies on how" to
solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

You Go Hmmmmmm!
J\S~
I1n
+?
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...9-fe'
By Joe Hansen
Variety Editor
Having been around Bryant for four
years now, I have seen some things we, as
an institution, do well and some things
we are awful at. I have had a memorable,
and overall enjoyable experience over the
last four years, but for my last installment
I would like to leave the underclassmen
with a few thoughts. This is a list of ''The
things that make you go hmm111111111mmmmmml":
1) The Geese, the University has over a
$100 million operating budget, we can't
spend the money to get rid of the geese
and their droppings, once and for all?

2) If you have ever witnessed the Patriots
winning a Superbowl, or the Red Sox's
winning the World Series, you have seen
people jump in the pond. When people
emerge, they reek like raw sewage. On
windy days when the fountain is on in
the spring/summer that water sprays
unsuspecting people with fecal matter,
GOOD ONEl There is always a Biology
class every semester that does tests on the
water, and they always find like lOOOOOOx
the normal about of every kind of fertilizer and other things. Lets clean it.
3) President Machtley's canned speeches,
if you hav.e been to one Open House you
have been to them all... make sure you
wear yO\lr seaebelt.
4) The classroom furniture, I thought
when I graduated from high school I was
done with chairs attached to desks, but
not at Bryant. We still have them here.
Then there is always the great classroom
with the wooden folding tables and
chairs, I feel like I am at a back yard BBQ
every time I go to class. However, these
are not the rooms we show on the tours,
NO, we show the 8-10 decent classrooms
that we have'in the Unisrructure.
5) The Univex:~it'y"s inability to make a
decision and stick to it. For example, the
disaster known as the Alumni Relations
Office. This office is in such disarray
that I cannot even tell you who is holding
what position today, that's how often it
changes. They have divided the office,
then brought it back together.. .lets make
a plan and stick to it.
6) The smoke and mirrors that are
omnipresent at Bryant. I will never forget
when I returned to campus this fall. I
saw a high-level administration member,
and I asked this person if the "smoke and
m.irrors were all in place", they respond.
ed, "but of course Joe". In all fairness, I
do not think they were really paying
attention, Iguess we can chalk it up to a
Freudian slip.

7) Friday and Saturday nights in the
townhouses. Everyone flows down there
like it is free scoop day at Ben & Jerry's.
. All of the girls decked out in their club
attire, and the guys in their "nice jeans"
and blue button up shirts, half of these
people you have never seen in the
Unistructure... do we bus them in?
8) The $28 million entertainment venue.
I am sorry, the Bello Center. Don't get
me wrong it is a beautiful building, but I
question its functionality. Twelve study
rooms for 3,000 smdents, so this means
your chances of getting a smdy room on a
Wednesday night are .004%, just got to
Rentes, there will be less people there for
';111" it mi.!.!ht even be quieter.

9) Science Labs. What do any of the
majors that Bryant offers have anything
to do with science, more specifically science labs? 1 can understand learning
about science in a lecture format, but
having to take inconvenient labs that just
screw up your schedule, and only meet at
the most random times ... that's nuts.

10) Entry Control DPS Officers. What
do they acmally do, if they are to stop
you, you can never tell if they are waving
or telling you to stop so you just drive
past anyway. Why does a University with
3,000 students only have one entrance
anyway?
11) Papers that are mare the 10 pages, we
all know that anything more then 10
pages has more 'flUff' in them then actually content. So why waste everyone's
time, the student writing the paper, and
the professor reading it. Keep the paper
requirements under 10 pages.
12) The lines in Cafe A La Cart, how
ridiculous are they? As if the room that
houses the cafe is not small enough,
whose bright idea was in to put tables or
cooler in the middle? You literally need
10 minutes to get a cup of coffee in the
morning. Professors, this is why your stu·
dents are late.
13) Rotunda Fundraisers. Guess what?
College smdents, for the most part, are
poor. They do not typically bring money
to class, and will not buy your random
baggy of candy for $1 regardless of the
cause. It is time to think of new
fundraising sources. We are business students, think outside the box, or in this
case, dome!
14) Sunbathers, everyone has seen them,
the people, typically girls, that think 70
degrees in Smithfield is reason to whip
out the bikini and layout by the pond in
the sun. Then there is always the six
guys who are talking to the bikini clad
women. Come on man, get a hobby, join
a club, write apaper... she isn't going to
get with you anyway.

15) Fire Alarms. It has happened to all
of us, the random intoxicated person .
who pulls the fire alarm on a Friday
and/or Samrday night. GROW UP ...
16) The same people do everything.
Wednesday was the Recognition
Banquet, all of the people in that room
successfully carry the rest of the campus.
They are the ones who put on the events,
and make all of your time at Bryant more
enjoyable. If you see any of these people,
thank them, they deserve it. For the rest
of you, DO SOMETHING, besides play.
ing X-Box and drinking.
17) The 'Bryant Center, I don't understand how the architect of the Bryant
Center didn't find it necessary to have a
parking lot, ground floor, entrance. Or
have an entrance on the Bello Center
side.
.
Well that's my list, you may agree with
some of them, you may not, these are the
things that make me go hmmmmmmmmmm. Despite the way some of my articles have come off, I have valued my fouryear roller coaster here at Bryant.
To all of the seniors, I wish you all
the best of luck in achieving your "per_
sonal best in life and business", to the
underclassmen, enjoy the rest of your
time at Bryant, it flies by.
THANKS FOR A GREAT YEAR!

The Ask Joe column found in this newspaper
is written by an individtwl author and does
not reflect the opinion of The ATchufay, its
Editorial Board, or Bryant University.
Comments resulting from chis column can be
directed to the author or Trte Archway.
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Horoscopes

fhe Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
or could show up in.a shore town
form, except they're live-action. V
or through a video game to kill
is excessively violent in points,
Staff Writer
people en mass, though. Oh, no.
and it will force you ro think
There are times in a movie
You won't want to believe in
while it is going along (don't
eviewer's life when things
ghosts out of tear that real ghosts
worry, it is a good kind of thinkwill be as lame and hard to
eyond their control force them
ing, and there are no tests after;) finish reviewing things, and
believe as the ghosts present in
ward). Pink Panther, on the other
oid goodbye to the faithful readthese movies, who, for aU of their
hand, is a nice happy, lightheartlack of on-screen presence, are
rs and friends tha t have helped
ed comedy masquerading as a
hem along the journey. This is
still more likeable than the
. murder myst~ry. If you're in the
hat time for this reviewer, but I
human characters. Well, except
mood for an easy, laid back
hall not go out without one last
for Frankie Muniz's "Swink" in
laughable good rime, roll with
lelping hand. Since almost every- the panther. And what would any Stay Alive. That one character
probably makes
hing I have reviewed
the entire movie
his year is on OVO
lOW (or close to it), I
worth a rental
elt a year-end wrap up
from Blockbuster,
NetFlix,
.as called for, to make
ure you buy a proper
Hollywood Video,
novie for your
or other business
riend/boyfriend!girlof your choice.
riend/person you folThe Ugly:
ow around between
Can you guess
:lasses for graduation.
which two movies
viy only hope is to
fell here? Go
:eep you from making
ahead, guess, I'll
he same mistakes milwait. Done!
ions of other, sadly
Right! Get Rich or
minformed, people
Die Tryin' and
'1ill be making. Which
Ultraviolet! Good
s why I present Lost in
job, I'm proud of
Photo
Courtesy
of
www.digita/-images.net
yotl.
These two
i ollywood: The Good,
he Bcul, and the UgLy.
movies are horrifThe Good: Luckily this catelist be without Brokeback
ic tragedies visited upon our
:ory is one that has a pile of
Mountain? Easily, the greatest film species, and should be expunged
navies in it, and is, ultimately,
from the universe. Violenrly, if
I have seen since I rook this job
he largest of the three categories. . (and long before that), it's not
pOSSible. Conveniently, the main
jorpse B1'ide, Chicken Little,
characters in each are 50 Cent
something you can watch with
-loodwinked, and lee Age: The
and Ultraviolet respectively, meanthe kids, bur you should watch it
vieltdown are the animated
anyway. And don't watch it anying that we can crown a King and
navies that m.ake the cut. Sure to . where near Saw JI, because your
Queen of Crappy Cinema:
:ntertain even the oldest child
brain may very well melt from aII
Curtis "50 Cent" Jackson, and
m your list (I'm talking to you,
the greatness present between the Milla "Ultraviolet" Jovovich. All
)arents of the class of 2006),
hail the horror.
two films. Watch them. both, just
hey're all good for at least one or . a day or two apart, at least.
Well, ladies and gentlemen, it
wo run-throughs. lee Age will
has been a blast going over these
The Bad: This is a nice,
1ave the most replay value of
movies with you this year, and I
short, two name list, which are
hese four, so if you have to
unfortunately both horror flicks.
hope that you've learned a thing
lecide between them, go with
Or, at least, attempted horror
or two about what makes films
hat one. In the action arena is V flicks. Namely, The Fog and Stay
good. Have a wonderful summer,
or Vendetta, followed by Pink
Alive. Both are, essentially, ghost
and if you'll excuse me, I'm going
)anther. Do not be confused,
stories, and both wHlleave you
to start adding to my DVO colhough: they are absolutely riothhoping that ghosts don't exist.
lection.
ng alike in any way, shape, or
Not because they're frightening
By Tom Quinn

Live: The Music We Gre-w Up To!
ByKari Snow

Photo Editor
Ope).1ing up with one of their
nost popular songs, "All Over
{au", the entire audience sang
lIang, which showed how popuar they really are. On
3aturday, April 22nd, Live
:ame to Rhode Island to play
It Lupos, along with the
)pener, Ari Hest. Live is an
tlternative rock group previ)usly under the label
Radioactive who they record;d seven albums with. They
:ecenrly joined t:he record
label Epic and will be releasing a new album, Songs from
Black Mountain, on May 9th.
The first single off the album,
'The River," was first heard
:m the radio on January 31st.
The 12 rrackS on the album'
::ame surprisingly easy to
everyone in the band and the
album should be one of their
best.
Live is a four-member
band from Pennsylvania.
They fonned in 1988 as the
group Live but had previously
undergone numerous name
changes; First Aid was theif first
name when they fonned in the
early 1980s. According to one
their fan sites, "Live's signature
mix of anthemic fockers, dynamic

arrangements and spiritually
aware lyrics continues to grow."
This multi-platinum group has
gained popularity not only with
their home base audience, but
also in Europe, Australia, and
New Zealand.

solo career. He has recently gathered together a band in order for
him to further his career. In his
lyrics, Ad stresses the importance
of taking risks in order to get
where you want to go. Ari Hest's
music is fee~good and melodic
and similar to Jason
Marz. He has three CDs
and an EP so check him
out online.

The audience for this
show was somewhat
older than most of the
other shows that I
a trend. While there were
many 20 something's and
quite a few people in
their 30's, there were also
many older people, probably around 40 and 50.
Besides the few children
that were brought to the
show by their parents, I
was probably one of the
youngest fans there; you
know ... those songs that
we remember from our
Photo Courtesy of www.friendsoflive.comchildhood.This older
crowd was mellow for the
Ari Hest is a singer/songwriter most part, due to the style of
following in the steps of the musi~ music, but there were times when
cal talent of his father, :who used
the crowd would get a little rowdy
with excitement, especially when
to write musical jingles for TV toy
Live played "Lakini's Juice" for
commercials. Ari Hest started
out in a small band that played in their old school fans.
NYC, then went on .to pursue his

By Archway Staff

Here are some final cha~
rade words to check out for
the summer:
* Cheesecake
* Frump
* Applicant Pool
* Apple pie

* Eiffel tower

* Jumanji
* Freshmen
* Diversity
* Fire Alarm
* Blueberry Donut
* IBM Laptop
* Foundan Pen
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Where Have All the Senior Class Gifts Gone?
J\5~
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Class of 1988
This class worked to raise money for
the underwater illumit'lation which is currently in the pond, to light the pond at
night, for a more aesthetically pleasing
look. This lighting system is still operational. Like the Class of 1987, all remaining monies were to be put toward the
Nautilus Health Fitness Center, again,
now rhe athlete's gym.

down and replaced with the nice slabs of
marble with the bronze direction signs.
Class of 1992
This information could
not accurately be located
either, the Commencement
Issue of The Archway says that
the Class of 1992 donated a
"FlTRAIL" system, a 10-station
fitness trail. This project was
either never completed or has
fallen into disrepair and is no
longer used.

Class of 1998
Again, this information could not aCCl!
rately be located
either, the
Commencement
Issue of The
Archway says that
the Class of 1998
donated a "Victor'
Bell", which was t~
be rung after
sports victories
and after major
campus events.

By Joe Hansen
Variety Editor
Class of 1989
As you all know, quite the stir was
This year's class left one of the most
caused by the column, "Ask Joe ... He'll
noticeable gifts on campus, the la.rge sculp.
Know", which ran in the October 7, 2005
tute between the Archway and the .
issue of this publication. The question
Class of 1993
Unistructure. The Class of 1989 left
related to the removal of the Bell Tower,
Bryant their first commissioned piece of
The Class of 1993 donated
Class of 1999
which was a gift from the Class of 1976.
art, the sculpture represents the begin- .
the "recreation area" in the
The Class of
In response ta" the article, the paper
nings of culture and commerce. The artmiddle of the suites village,
1999 donated the
rece~yed two Letters to the. Editor, the first
work was designed by retired Professor
where the current beach volgold bulldog statappeared on October 21, 2005 from the
William P. Haas, and was cast by Paul
leyball court is. This is the
ue, which current·
former president of the Class o£1976,
King Foundry. This is also one of the
latest senior class gift to be
ly stands in the
Larry Winkler. The second
m.ost well kept senIor
Bulldog Room of
removed. Ever since we have
letter was received from the
class gifts, this fall the returned from spring br~ak,
the Wellness
Interim Director of Alumni
sculpture received a
all of the trees, barbeques, and
Cen ter. This
Relations, Robin Warde,
complete polish and
the volleyball court have been
serves as inspirawhich appeared in the
is still gleaming like it fenced off, or removed. I
tion for athletes
November 18, 2005 issue.
was in 1989.
wonder if the University devel·
Photo Courtesty of http://web.bryant.- and is in very
This article has been a
Random aside,
oped and acted on "an institu.
edul-librarylbeginnings.html good shape.
long time coming. I wem
tional policy that will guide
does anyone know
through hours of research
what the writing on
[their] actions concerning class
Class of 2000
to determine what the last
gifts and their committee's long.tern1
the sculpture means?
Dedicated at this year's homecoming,
several years of senior class
intentions?" (Robin Warde's Letter to the
While standing in
the Class of 2000 officially had the
gifts were. One of the first
Editor)
the library by the
stonewall along alumni walk named in
places I went to look was
miniantre replica of
their honor. At the Bello Center end of
The Office of University
the sculpture I found
the walk, there is a stone with their class
Class of 1994
Advancement which had
This gift is difficult to figure our as
it; "On the tablet on
year inscribed on it.
no list of gifts so the only
the convex side of the well, it was a sign that will be made of
documented proof of class
sculpture is a list of
black granite with "Bryant College found·
Class of 2001
gifts :was Commencement
commodities for
ed 1863" chiseled and polished into the
The Class of 2001 was uncertain as to
Issues of The Archway. So
stone. This project could have conwhat their class gift would be at the rime
international trade
this article is currently the
Photo Provided by Ryan Stranz in ancient Sumeria;
tributed to the erection of the current welof graduation. The Class Gifts will be
most up to date list the
dedicated during the classes five year
2 containers of oil, 3 come sign, but it is not known if the projschool has ... you can be sure
reunion, which will happen next
fish, 4 bunches of onions, 20 containers of ect was ever completed.
this one will be clipped.
Homecoming and Reunion Weekend.
Upon speaking to Larry Winkler back . fine beer, 11 best woven garments, 5
sheep, 4 goats of coarse flour, 3 horses, 1
Class of 1995
in October, he brought up a very good
The Class of 1995 left a gift that
donkey, 4 cows that have calved, 10 travelClass of 2002
point, if his senior class gift could be
ling baskets, 3 pigs."
.
should currently be utilized by all, but has
Similar to the Class of 2001, the Gas!
destroyed by the University, how many
So yes, it does say 20 containers of fine
since fallen into disrepair. This year's class of 2002 was uncertain as to what their
other senior class gifts has this happened
beer in the middle of our campus ...l never
donated a "Ropes Course" to the
class gift would be at the time of graduaroo? The following is a brief list, along
heard that on the tour!
University which is located behind the ath- tion. It will be dedicated during
with the gift's stants for the Class Gift of
letic fields. The course is currently weathHomecoming 2007.
1984 to the present:
Class of 1990
er worn and in disrepair, the structure
would need to be knocked down and
The Class of 1990 left a network of
Class of 2003
Class of 1984
four televisions, one outside of SmIth
rebuilt according to some on campus.
The Class of 2003 left an endowed
Gave the park benches that surround
Cafe, which is still there, over by the raised This strucntre could have been extremely
scholarship fund for future Bryant sntthe pond, the benches are present and
setting level along the windows on the first
useful for campus organizations and their
dents. The first scholarship will be aware
have been maintained well or replaced
floor of the Bryant Center, which is also
teambuilding activities, which are now
ed in 2008, the year of their five year
.
because of age.
forced to rent facilities off campus.
still there. But as for the other· two, they
reunion.
were located in Salmanson and removed as
Class of 1985
part of the remodeling. This change howClass of 1996
Class of 2004
:(Created Nick's Place, named in honor
ever can'be attributed to progress; .
The Class of 1996 donated the "picnic
This project never seemed to make it
of Nicholas C61asanto '49, who played
area"
off the ground. The Class of 2004 donal
Coach on the hit television show Cheers,
between
ed their pledges to move The Junction to
who passed away in February 1985. The
the new
the site of the Cornerstone and provide
VVhere have all the Senior Class Gifts
TV lounge was created for $6,600. When
and old
more programming locations for sntdent
the University remodeled the second floor
Gone?
townhousgroups. This project never made it past
of the Bryant Center, this room was
9
es. This
the idea phase. It was said that the reasc
removed, although some of the compoarea curwas because with new fire codes, postnents of the room are still present in the
8
rently has
Station Night Club Fire, the building
Game Room, the TV lounge feel of it was
7
picnic
would need a whole new fire sprinkler sy
removed forever.
tables but
tem which was not budgeted for in the
6
is tremenoriginal plan. This would have been a
Class of 1986
dously
great project for many Classes to come.
5
Donated all monies to help improve
under uti·
the atmosphere of the Game Room, which
4
lized, and
Class of 2005
no longer exists, although a new game
could use
Last year's class gift is one of the mos
room was created as part of the second
3
noteworthy of them all They donated c·
some land·
floor of the Bryant Center remodeling.
scaping to
lected funds to improve the library.
2
The class purchased pool tables, decorative
make the
Anyone who uses the electronic resource
lighting, inlaid backgammon and chess
area more
has seen the little "Network 05" logo nex
tables, and a library of various board
inviting.
to select resources that the Class of 2005
games. None of these items are currendy
0
Upon furmade possible.
present in the new game room, that is if
Present
Removed In need of Cancelled
Unknown
ther inspecRepair
Status
you can find the new game room. 1 did
tion,no
For those of you keeping track at hall
however hear a Ttimor that these items
Status
plaque or
thete is a chaTt in this section featuring
might be in the Cornerstone Pub,
any markthe final numbers of all the gifts. I hop!
although I could not confirm this,
.
ing was left that this does bring about the "institutio
. Expedient Laundry wouldn't let me in.
Salmanson now had three very nice, very
to distinguish this as a gift from the class
al policy that will guide [Bryant's] action,
large plasma televisions. I would consider
of 1993. This area is also in need of a sig.
concerning class gifts and their commitClass of 1987
logical replacements for updating technolnificant overhaul.
tee's long-term intentions". Every gift or
Raised funds for this year's class were
this campus is important to someone, e\
pur toward establishing, "Walkway '87", the ogy as a valid for the removal of a senior
class gift; I mean why have 19" skewed
Class of 1997
if they no longer attend the University.
path that is around the Archway, which is
color TV's when you can have plasmas?
The Class of 1997 collected· donations
The class gifts will always be their link t(
currently in need of some major repairs,
to redecorate the campus pub and rename
the institution. Now as alumni, more
but nevertheless is still present on campus.
Class of 1991
it. Fonnally known as the "Country
then ever, the university will look to the
All of the left over monies were to be put
This information could not accurately
Comfort", it is now known as the
people for support. Would you support
toward the Nautilus Health Fitness
be located, the Commencement Issue of
Cornerstone but is no longer a pub. The
place that defamed your legacy, I don't
Center, which currently serves as the athThe Archway says that there was a
pub Wl{s shut down around 2000-2001,
think SQ. Preserve the sanctity of senior
lete's gym since the constrUction of the
Welcome/Information Sign next to the
and has since laid vacant. The Class of
class gifts for future generations to enjo}
Chase Wellness Center.
DPS Entry Control. This project was
2004 attempted to help out, see below for
'either never complen·.l ,'r has hl'f'n tn kf'n
details.

.
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Multipartisan Rackery: Al Gore's Global Wartning Campaign
Former US Vice President Al Gore is
promoting his new climate-change film
"An Inconvenient Truth," about the
effects of global warmi11g. Is it really an
issue of concern? What is the government's role in protecting us?

Endangered Species Act, who told the LA
Times in November of 2003 "If we are saying that the loss of species in and of itself
is inherently bad - I don't think we know
enough about how the world works to say
that" ExxonMobH, the world's largest
Liberal
energy company with record breaking prof:
Ryan Daley
its of $30 billion in 2005, finances 40
Al Gore's campaign battling global
organizations who put out misinformation·
warming, taking off with the upcoming
about global warming designed to control
documentary "An Inconvenient Truth" is
public perception and confuse.
simply that - an inconvenient truth which
Republicans have shamelessly included oil
we can no longer ignore. Too long has
drilling in the Alaskan National Wildlife
our government overlooked the destructive Refuge into the budget to have it passed,
power of the environment al1d the dallgers seeing how the Democrats wouldn't allow
it poses to our long-term continued exisit otherwise. Safe mercury levels in "clean"
tence. Al Gore acknowledged in this
water have been alleviated.to allow compaweek's Newsweek that as a society, we are
nies to legally pollute more and prevent
at a "tipping point" where we see "evangeli~ "inconvenient" costs of proper disposal of
cal ministers ,speaking out, General
dangerous chemicals.
Electric and Republican CEOs saying we
The information sown in the public's
have to address it, [and] grass-roots organiminds today about global warming not
zations" advocating for chal\ge. Society
being an issue is comparable to the propasees. a "new reality" where our pollution
ganda of the tobacco industry during the
and disregard for dean air and water will
mid 20th century' rejecting tobacco's assohopefully soon be disdained.
ciation with cancer warned of by the surIn less than 15 years there will be 110
geon general. Only after we have come to
more glaciers on Mt. Kilimanjaro.' In less
the realization of tobacco's harmfulness
than 25 years, the, world's supply of oil will and the amount of people it kills each year
be' exhausted. In 50 years, the New
do we actually do something to prevent
England winters will be merely legends
the propaganda. We cannot allow the
revealed by those of us still ,around to tell
same thing to continue with global wannof the natural beauty we experienced during, where lobbying from the corporate
ing our younger years. Scientists expect
empire has put a damper on any progress
that we will be the first generation to die
on the issue.
at a younger average age than the prior
The aforementioned information doesgeneration. The increases in medicine
n't even scratch the surface of the problem
and technology are no longer adequate to
we are facing. We cannot trivialize global
battle against the detrimental effects of
warming as simply' "leftist propaganda" or
pollution on OUr survival.
blame it on environmental cycles. It is
It is shameful that the US rejected the
ethically immoral to pass off global warmKyoto Protocol to battle global wanl1ing in
ing as a non issue, and it needs to be
the late 19905. 161 countries agreed to
addressed as nonpartisan and taken with
reach the Protocol's goal of the "stabilizaheed because our futtire existence depends
tion of greenhouse gas concentrations in
on it. The world's population is expected
the annosphere at a level that would preto exceed nine billion within the next 40
"ent dangerous, anrhr.opogenic interference years and may not be sufficiently support~
,tIith the climate system." Global warming
ed by our natural resources. Who are we
.vill in effect put much of the world. under
to sit by and allow the pollution and
.vater, including cities like Boston, New
destruction of our future? John C. Sawhill
York, and Miami, each during our lifeof the Nature Conservancy once stated
:ime! Hurricane Katrina sent thousands
that "A society is defined not only by what
:unning north without homes; what are
it creates, bur by what it refuses to
'Ne to do when millions are forced to evacdestroy." Let us work together to ensure
,late? It is our government's responsibility
we don't destroy the valuable resources of
:0 protect our future by regulating and set,
the earth, so that one day our children
;ing limits on companies who lobby for
may appreciate the marvels of nature we
",eaker pollution laws, and the republicans have so rashly taken for granted.
n control have certainly demonstrated a
.
Libertarian
lOrrible job of doing so.
Steven Saritelli
Since taking office, Bush's administraGlobal warming is one of the current
ion and the republican controlled
hot political issues. We have all heard the
:ongress have been under heavy criticism
catastrophic predications of mankind's
or its environmental policy and f~iendli,
future, screamed from the cover of populess to energy companies. For the first . lar magazines. People on all sides of the
ime in nearly twenty years, environmental political spectnnn are debating what is to
)rganizations opposed a Supreme Court
be done, haVing accepted"global warming
10minee, Samuel Alita, Jr., based on his
as an undisputable fact. However, no one
~nviron111ental record. Bush appointed
has questioned the validity of these asser:raig Manson as Imerior Department
tions.
\ssistant Secretary to overlook the
What the media has virtually igt~ored

the environmentalists though, it might
is the fact that there is significant disagreement among scientists about the existence, jeopardize some of their funding. Should
we cut emissions? Yes. Have we been curcauses, and consequences of climate
ting emissions? Yes. Should we care abom
changes. In 1998, 17,000 scientists signed
the environment? Yes. Do we care about
the Oregon Petition, part of which stared
"There is no convincing scientific evidence
the environment? Yes. In fact, Republican
that human release of greenhouse gasses is
President Theodore Roosevelt is regarded
causing or will, in the foreseeable future,
as the founding .father of the conservation
cause catastrophic heating of the Earth's
movement as a potent political torce in the
atmosphere and disruption of the Earth's
US.
The US is the world's number one
climate." On May 24, 1994, RiChard
econom.y, we have made every attempt to
Lindzen, a professor at MIT, testified to
the Senate Committee on Energy and
try and better the world in which we have
Nantral Resources that the computer simu- the most power. Kyoto was signed by
lations that "prove" global warming are
Clinton, bur it was Congress (then
not accurate.
Democratically controlled, even) which
The average citizen (myself included)
refused to ratitY it. Kyoto has zilch to do
with Bush and everything ro do with
does not posses the required scientific
Congressional approval. Perhaps those
knowledge to read the primary research
and evaluate it. Thus, we basically have to
members of the Kyoto Treaty, the terms of
which are now ar!=haic, should rccon:;idcr
trust the specialists and hope that they are
objective. However, when science and polio their approach and tOClIS perha~s on
tics mix, the results will always be slanted
China and other inQlIstrializing l1ations.
toward a particular ideology.
who have black smoke spewing Ollt of
This is what is happening now, as peotheir factories, rather than the US who
ple like Al Gore are making bold asserhas tried to reduce as mllch pollution as
tions and campaigning on them, while dis- possible. You can get rid of 95% of smoke
carding any evidence contrary the rhetoric
pollution filirly easily, bllt the last 5% is
they are spouting.
exceedingly clifficulr and too costly tor
Technological progress is often equated many companies to afford. The US is easy
with environmental damage, but the two
to lampoon because it is a democracy with
do not have to be adversaries. We all want
heavy involvement in rhe world stage, but
both clean air and water, and a high stanwe get a lot of undue criticism from.
dard of living. The two do not have to be
Europeans who turn a blind eye to the
mutually exclusive. If we are damaging our Asian countries which they cannot control
survival, we should act to change our
or influence.
methods of production. But before we all
The ideas presented in Multipartisan
believe the hype, we must find our the
Hackery do not necessarily represent those of
truth. If not, global warming becomes
another boogeyman along with white col·
'The Archway, its editors, writers, or Bryant
lar criminals, terrorists, and immigrants,
University. 'The writers of Multipartisan
used to scare the public into accepting hav- Hackery are not political experts, but are open
ing their rights violated.
in their political beliefs and are writing from
What is the truth? 1 am not qualified
their perspective. Please realize that people
to say. But I am qualified to point our that who fall along the political spectrum at the
same place as these writers often and may t'ery
politics has no place in science.
well have a different opinion on the subject at
Conservative
Brian Kennedy
hand. Readers are strongly encouraged to write
The only "Inconvenient Truth" for Al
letters to the editor in response to the opinions
expressed in this column. If you feel that you
Gore is that he is a washed up has-been
who is partly responsible for global warmare unrepresented, send us an e-mail with your
thoughts.
ing due to all the hot air he lets out on a
regular basis. This is the man who claimed
to "invent the internet" (actually created as
Libertarians Wanted
MH thrives on different viewpoints from
a flexible decentralized communication
network by the US military), the man who members of the student body, but we've caught
on the topic of communications and the
word that our resident Libertarian, Steven
internet. likened bloggers to "digital brown- Saritelli, is graduating this semester. Therefore,
shirts (Nazis)", the man who went to Saudi this is basically a placement ad for a
Arabia and said "Arabs have been 'indisLibertarian. We're looking for someone of good
criminately rounded up' and held in
mind, heart, and integrity with decent writing
'unforgivable' conditions," and "the Bush
skills to be one of our weekly WTiters for MH,
'The Archway's newest political column.
administration was playing into al.Qaeda's
hands by routinely blocking Saudi visa
Everyone gets to hear Mr. Daley and''Mr.
Kennedy bicker back and forth with the general.
applications."
ly known Liberal and Conservative ideological
As far as the et'tvironment and global
opinions, but having a Libertarian (or any
warming is concerned, I'll let Al take it: "I
demand a recount!" 'Weather happens in
other member of a sound political ideology)
cycles, we have heating periods and cool,
adds some extra spice and value to the column.
E-mail rdaley@bryant.eduifyouthinkyou.re
ing periods, and this is a heating period.
up to the challenge!
Don't tell that to the world doom wing of

Ziegler's Last Stand
By Pete Ziegler
Staff Writer
As the final days of a wild,
:xciting, and fulfilling four years
It Bryant University wind down,
t is only fair that 1 get a little
'oom to vent my feelings ill the
\rchway in the fC?rm of an opin,
on article. In this article, I
)reak out into some general dis,
:1,.lssion on various topics. Some
feel the school has performed
vell Oil, while others, I have no
:hoice but to criticize. While' :
hese views may not be reflective
)f the overall Bryant audience, 1
lelieve that to a large extennhat
nany students do Ieel the same
..ay.· ,.
iodexho
While the food isn't exactly
he greatest,it has improved alid
;almansonis an enjoyable place
o eat. I've been very pleased
lith the new themed meals, but
lnforhl11ately it gets far too
rowded and the dining experi-

ence is partly ruined because of
that. It looks like after a renovation, the dining hall will once
again need to be redesigned or
expanded into other areas on
campus.
Student Activities:
When we look at Bryant we
see a very small school with a
much larger than normal on-campus community. This gives stu,
dent~ an easier way to connect
with student organizations.
Bryant has excelled in this area,
allowing a large number of student organizations and I'm sure a
inuch larger percentage of student involvement then 'most colleges. Not only are students
involved, but these organizations
. are well funded, well run by students and faculty, and well supported throughout. This is
where I see Bryant students getting an edge over the competitive
applicant pool when it comes to·
the employment search. We've
had experiet1ce running and

working these organizations,
while being involved and making
a difference on and off the canl' '.
pus. Dr. Eakin and his staff have
really done a great job working
with the students and listening to
them every single day.
Facilities Management:
In last week's Ask Joe column, a writer had pondered the'
reasoning beyond the fact that
any prominent area of the cam~
pus is always green and essentially blossoming with lively, colorful
plants and flowers. While I
applaud the effort of the facilities
and maintenance workers who
work late hours to clean up after
snowstorms and pick up trash in
sub-zero conditions, the adminis,
tration's directions to clean up
areas of the campus 'that the outside community may see are
clear. Is it that hard to hire a few
mO,re people to ensure that the
Senior living community is taken
are of! The leaves in the main
Con't on page 14

The Assault on Academic
Integrity
. BY Steven Saritelli
Staff Writer
One of the most integrated
aspects of our Bryant education
is the group project. It is part of
our final grade in classes of all
subjects. The explanation usually
offered is that it prepares us to
function in the business world,
where rapid change and new
technology requires the ability to
communiCate and work effectively in a team oriented environment. However, is the heavy
weight placed upon group projects a good thing?
Talk to any student, and they
will have an anecdote of "the
worst group I ever worked with",
They will cite proerastination,
poor work quality, unwillingness
to meet at scheduled times, late
arrival or no shows. When members do show up, they are unwill~
ing to work, hung-over, or.even

blatantly inebriated .
While some might find this
behavior humorous, it spotlights
a chilling fact: that one student's
academic standing is very often .
at the mercy of another's actions.
Thus some students effectively
carry other smdents throughou t
school. Which students suffer
the most? The best. The ones
who are the most concernea
with their progress, with the
greatest nopes, the biggest
dreams, and the strongest ambition. The best students get penalized for being good and the
worst students get a free ride,
knowing there will always be
some ambitious sucker who will
. relieve them of responsibility
These academic hitchhikers, who
in some cases got into college for
factors other than academics, not
only receive the unearned, but

Con't on page 14
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liegler's Last Stand
:on't from page 13

larrs of campus were cleaned up as the leaves came
lown. But the request that my townhouse made
or the leaves in our backyard to be cleaned up has
'et to be dealt with. Will the administration ever
~nsure that the areas surrounding the Senior townlouses are well maintained according to the stanlards that are evident in the rest of the campus? I
loubt it.
\on Machtley:
I will admit it: President Machtley is one smart
:uy. Like former Mayor of Providence, Buddy
::ianci, we do see President Machtley virtually
~verywhere on campus. But is he actually listening
o what the student has to say? Machtley would
'ather you not waste his time and instead make stulents go up through the channels of communica'ion to get things done. It is unfortunate that the
)resident doesn't open up a forum and listen to
",hat his students have to say once in a great while,
nstead choosing to market his well polished speech!S to parents and faculty. I don't think President
vfachrIeY1iver wants to be pm on the spot, prefer:ing to give a powerful speech with no time for
luestioning some of his initiatives. But when
vfachtley is put on the spot for a problem that has
lrisen, he simply dishes it off to those that work
.mder him, letting them take the beating. One
:hing I learned in my leadership experiences is to
.earn to take the blame and step up and admit your
~rongdoings. Unfortunately, Machtley would
:ather hide behind others in controversies that are
)rought up.
fhe Website:
As most students can attest, the website is flat
Jut horrible. It did not change since they first re:lesigned it in the beginning of my Freshman year
.mtil the new launch in October of 2005 where the
.ayout simply was altered to be a bit more eye
tppealing. When I look for a website, I look at
;ontent, not design. Unforttmately, the search
:unction is pathetic, the department web pages are
horrible and never updated, and even those profes;ors that do utilize the internet to design a website
tre left without any assistance for format to assist in
rhe building of a solid websIte. Sure, those that
:lecided to update the website solicited student
:lpinions, but we had an option as to which layout
the site used! As far as I know, a website goes far
beyond a layout on the front page. Want an example? Check out the undergraduate programs
Department home pages. Every,single one of them
was made by a different person and has 1)0 conformity whatsoever with the Bryant website.
The Student Handbook:
Have you ever gotten written up for haVing an
open container of alcohol? Well, you'd better hope
you were 21 years old. Regardless if you're 21 or 18,
you'd still get written up for haVing an open container. That sounds reasonable, right? But for
those 18 year aIds, your parents get a caU home!
Obviously, you're not old enough to be held responsible for your own actions at Bryant without your
parents finding out, even if you're an adult. I
wouldn't be surprised if the University continues to
enact stricter policies in the handbook regarding

Cont'd from page 13
alcohol policies, guest policies, gatherings, stripper
poles, Jello wrestling, freedom of speech in the form
of pictures, etc. The more creative students are, the
more likely that policies will be created and existing
policies amended.
Resident Assistants:
While 1 have been extremely pleased with the
conduct and job performance of nearly all of the
Resident Assistants on campus over m.y college
career, there are some that, like a little rat, must
point out and report every single violation of
school policy. For some, its like a contest - who can
ruin somebody's college social life the most? I'm
shocked that Bryant hasn't enacted some sort of
point system for write-ups! But what the vast majority of RA's have done is to ensure that students are
acting responsibly and to assist in emergencies for
which they have done a terrific job. So, for the
Hall 15 RA who decided to write me up for possession of a beer - wouldn't it consume less of your
time just by simply pouring it out and advising me
that it's l)ot ok to drink in a Freshman Hall?
Maybe make me contribute to the community by
requiring some community service? Instead, it provides more paperwork for both that Resident
Assistant and those in Residence Life to continue
to have jobs, partly and indirecrly funded by these
fines.
Department of Public Safety:
Led by George Coronado, nearly every single
DPS officer at Bryant has acted in a professional
and understanding manner. Whether it be
responding to calls for assistance, breaking up a
fight, or stopping for small talk with Bryant students, those in the Deparnnent of Public Safety
have been great. They have understood the fact
that College students are going to drink and have a
fun time, bur are able to control the events around
campus without finding the need to cause further
problems for the students.
Faculty Relations:
While I am not quite aware as to how the
Administration .deals with the faculty, or more
specifically with the professors of the University, it
is evident that your customers are happiest when
your employees are happy. But with the size and
condition of faculty offices, it is hard to believe that
professors can be satisfied with their working
accommodations. While students are encouraged
to meet with their professors and establish relation~
ships, sometimes it is tough to do so in small confines with papers and books scattered throughout.
More often then not, I have seen professors go out
of their way to assist students.
With that, I end my college career and have
written my last article. It has been a pleasure
attending Bryant University as a student and I have
made some great friendships and become a better
person. My college days are over and I wish to
thank everybody for making them so great. But 1
urge you to always stand up for what you believe in.
So many students in this University are so apathetic
to what goes on both in the school and throughout
the news.

Bush Not to Blame for Plame'Incident
By Brian Kennedy
Staff Writer

The facts surrounding the indictment of Scooter
Libby, one of Dick Cheney's advisors, are scant at
best. I've heard rhetoric from the Democrats lampooning Libby as just another cog in a corrupt
administration. Meanwhile, all I've read from those
with like minds is that Joseph Wilson was an inept
government employee who got all his jobs via his
wife, Valerie prame, and somehow Plame's name
was leaked through a declassification of information
that Libby supposedly got the authority from Bush
or Cheney to leak.
To me this is much ado about nothing, there is
no specific law regarding leaks of declassified information, nor apparently was this operation very
important. Moreover, the President and Vice
President have the legitimate power to declassify
information. The CIA is an obscure government
agency that works off of guesswork, intuition, and
espionage. If somehow a mission was foiled, it
would be neither the first nor the last time such a
thing happened.
This is yet another anecdote pointing to a problem among the nmbars currently running the once
great (or at least somewhat understandable)
Democratic Party into the ground, Bush
Derangement Syndrome (BDS). The symptoms are
,

a sneaking suspicion that any bad event somehow
traces back in source to the policy, presidency, or
even just the existence of George W. Bush, regardless of the plausibility of such a cause-effect relationship. Hurricane Katrina cannot simply be local and
state governments failing to perform their duty to
use all available school buses or nationalize the
security of NO until after the hurricane hit (respectively), bur it must be that Bush has a weather
machine that was purposely created to target and
destroy black people. Kanye West, overpaid egomaniacal rapper who was featured recently on RoIling
Stone as a caricature of Jesus Christ, is quoted dur~
ing coverage of Katrina aftermath as saying "Bush
hates black people." I say give credit where credit is
due. Bush isn't strong enough on the borders, but
the economy is doing great with 211,000 jobs created in March and unemployment at a new low of
4.7%.
It's time to cut the BS and the BDS. There are
legitimate sources of frustration with Bush's policies
that do not have to extend into hyperbolic insanity.
There are good things which Bush has done to aid .
the nation and to boost our economy. Libby is one
obscure government employee who' nobody heard
of before and no-one will remember after this debacle subsides, save those who work in the POLS
deparnnent or Washington DC.

.

'fhe Opinion pages of 'fhe Archway. feature the' opinions of the identified columnists and
guest writ~rs, which: are not necessarily those of the newspaper or Bryant University.

often times drag their betters
down. We are paying tens of
thousands of dollars per year for
a transcript that is supposed to
accurately reflect our performance here. If a snrdent gets e~cep
tional grades on routine exams,
but has their grades lowered by
the performance of others, their
transcript is essentially fraudulent.
What are the profes.sors'
responses? They say that this is
all in preparation for the mystical
place called the "real world".
Bryant has numerous outstanding professors, but unfortunately
modern academia in general has
become a refuge for ivory tower
intellectuals hiding behind the
absurdity of tenure, who spout
nonsense but never have to suffer the "real world n consequences
of their irrational theories.
There is some trUth to their
response, however. The business
world does rely heavily on teams.
And they are proving to be in
many instances just as counterproductive as they are in the
classroom, as even organizational
behavior scholars are beginning
to admit. In addition, the work

environment is much more structured and employees would be'
fired for much less than' what is
committed at school.
The.administration needs to
examine this aspect of the curriculum, and reduce the number
and weighting of these projects.
They are being assigned in excessive amounts and grade proportions, as many students have five
or six per semester, with weights
ranging from 10% to 40% or
more of their final grade.
Professors should not have
unlimited power in the classroom.
There also exists a deeper
issue here: the complete disregard for the sovereignty 'Of the
individual mind. Human
progress is achieved not by collectives, but by rare individuals of
genius who are the prime movers
of society. Modern education,
from elementary school on up,
penalizes independent and critical thinking in favor of conformity. If the best' of society are penalized for their virtues, you can bet
that they will start hiding their
intelligence when it becomes a
liability.

Letter to the Editor:
Dear Archway:
I deeply appreciate the outpouting of support from members of the Bryant Community
a.s my family struggled with the
illness and passing of my husband, Professor Robert DiSario.
Bob was truly comforted by the
magnitude of this support. My
daughter Molly and I have also
been comforted by the countless
demonstrations of kindness by
faculty, staff, students and the
administration. I am proud to
say that Bryant University has ..
sensitively honored Bob and supported me.
A special thank you to the
Fogland Group, a Bryant Relay
for Life team. As with aU of the
Relay teams, the Fogland Group
has been widely affected by cancer. Thus, it is an especially lev-

ing tribute that the team named
themselves after Bob's favorite
windsurfing beach. I would also
like to express my gratitude to
those individuals involved in
forming and maintaining the
Robert DiSario Actuarial Math
SOA Certification Fund and
those who have contributed to
this fund. This fund is a fitting
reflection of Bob's comminnent
to the intellectual growth and
professional aspirations of
Bryant students. As I have said
elsewhere, Bob realized one of
his dreams when he became a
faculty member in the Math
Department here.
Sincerely,
Nand Weinberger
Associate Professor
.Dept of Applied Psychology
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All of the Things That Go Unreported
About the Iraq War
military'S worthy accomplish·
dents.
ments. 1 have found a list of
-Eight critical substations were
the positive things that have
energized early in anticipation
What I am about to share
of the summer peak.
come out of the war fronl.
with my readers is not someSewage:
USaid.gov website which is
thing that is often reported by
based on American assistance
·Water treatment to over 2.4
the media. Unfortunately, the
to Iraq. The following list is
million Iraqis is now available
media seems to stand by the
only a fraction of the accomand sewage treannent to over
slogan, "No news sells like bad
plishments that can be found
5.1 million is available.
news." My question is ... how
on this website:
Communication:
come? Our country has been
Education:
-Baghdad area phone service
at war in Iraq since March
-Through September 2005,
has been redeveloped and
2003 and in this period of
over 2,800 schools have been
hl1proved by installing switches
time I have been exp.psed to a
rehabilitated, and 45 conwith 240,000 lines at 12 sites.
severely limited amount of
structed.
Elections:
good news. Now, many people -More than 550 out-of-school
-January 30, 2005 elections
may feel that is because there
consisted of a 60 percent voter'
youths completed a pilot accel·
is, in fact, no good news.
erated learning program. An
turnollt.
However, this is flat our
expanded program, targeting
-October 15, 2005 the Iraqi
wrong. Our brave troops have
more than 11,000 youths, is
Constinttion is approved .. ,
embarked upon a difficult
being implemented during the
As you can see, our efforts
joumey in helping to free Iraq
2005-06 school year.
have helped the educational
and secure a democracy. The
.school supplies have been dissystems greatly; given women
fact of the matter is they have
tributed to one million pri.
the equality that they deserved,.
done a truly magnificent job.
mary school children and two
but never received under
In my opinion, it is absolutely
million secondary; sports
Saddam Hussein's regime; creterrible that our media has not equipment has been distribated a more reliable infrastruceltlbraced their accbmplishuted to every school.
ture that Americans take for
ments and heroic action·s. I
Gender equality in the con- granted everyday; and most
have seen more than enough
stitution:
importantly, they have providimages of suicide car bomb.In developing the constitu.ed Iraqi citizens with a chance
ings, but where are the images
tion, advocacy training has
to participate in democratic
of school buildings being conbeen provided for women's
elections while three years ago
structed in Iraq? Where are
groups focused on strengthenthey had no say in the future
the video clips of the soldiers
ing gender equality provisions
of their government. Simply
clairning that they are having a
in the constitution, including
put, Iraqis are enjoying freepositive effect on the lives of
property, marriage, and inheri- , dom for the first time since
hundreds of thousands of
tance Tights.
being ruled under the oppresIraqi citizens? How n~any arti·
-Iraqi women secured 31 persive regime of Saddam
cles do you see embracing the
cent of the seats in the INA in
Hussein. Despite these accomousting of Saddam Hussein, a
the January 30, 2005 elections, plishments, our Inedia will
man who is responsible for
Electrical power:
undoubtedly continue to turn
3,408,000 civilian deaths? The -Rehabilitation or construction a blind eye to the good news.
answer to these questions is
of 25 distribution substations
But even though it may go
"Not that much" and frankly it
in Baghdad .~s being done to .
unreported, it is still impossiis quite sad. Itis'time fat our
im:prove the distribution and
ble to deny the success of
media to stop politicizing the
reliability of electricity for
Operation Iraqi Freedom.
war and instead embrace the
more than two million resiBy Steven McKenna
Staff Writer

·For. Bryant Administration,
Diversity is Only Skin Deep
from our'textbooks, is illegal. It is a
sad and sick day to see the Bryant
Administration reson to such a low
At the Student Senate meeting on among lows, pandering to the racists
April 26th a statement was made that of the world. Who are these people,
outsiders and insiders alike, to judge
the final Recenr Alumni Trustee candidates were rescinding their candida- our board based on the pigment of
'cy. Why? Because the Bryant,
the trustee's skin and not the content
of their character? Does Bryant even
Administration reopened the Recent
want to associate with such objectionAlumni Trustee position after the iniable persons, who view diversity and
tial interviews and selection of the
final candidates, and the
equality as a measure determined
only on the pigmentation and geniAdministration did such on the basis
talia of its board of trustee members!
that the two left standing were inadeI say NAYl Bryant is. a university that
quate, not based 011 their merit, but
because somehow even after all
is supposed to support meritocracy,
they've done for the Bryant communi- the advancement in position based
ty, the candidate~ were not "diverse"
on personal skill, effort, achievement,
and ability.
enough. The Administration is
If the self:proclaimed Department,
reopening the position and basically
saying "whites need not apply". This is of Imposed Diversity wants to go
not diversity; this is racism, which I
after somebody, [ dare them to go
define as the injection of race into
down to the Opinion section of The
matters where it does not belong. The Archway and tell my fellow
Administration gave the opportunity
Mulripartisan Hackery writers and I
to any eligible senior, from those senthat we can no longer operate due to
iors who accepted this opportunity
all of Our current contributors being
they chose the two applicants they felt white males. I'm calling the support·
were besr qualified after a fair, just,
ers of this r:acist decision out. Who
and thorough 'interview process.
are YOll to undermine effort in tiwor
However, since a few gutless, racist of pigment, who are you tell us, with
hacks that have not yet made themour different talents, positions,
selves known felt that their staff wasthought processes, and styles of writn't colored enough, they decided to
ing that we are not diverse simply
reopen the position hoping for candi- because none of our skins are shaded
brown?
dates with presumably darker skin or
some other ethnic indicator. Brian
The Administration's actions are
Levin and Cathleen Doane worked
abhorrent and if the racists on the
hard for the Bryant community over
panel who made this decision get
the years and rightly deserved the
their way, then there is only one color
position, but instead the
that describes the Bryant
Administration chose in favor of a
Administration: yellow.
racial quota which, as we all learned
By Brian Kennedy
Staff Writer

Simon Says: Where Did the Guys Go?
By Toby Simon
Staff Columnist

attend college at the same level as
boys. But thanks to the feminist
movements of the 70's, more girls
Word on the
sought career paths and enrolled in
street is that
college to pursue their education. In
Bryant
had
the 80's there was an unexpected
Unive~sity: Barcelona Center for Education
later. This, however, was the only 'relaxed'
many
more
Abroad (through Arcadia University)
drop in the number of boys applying
aspect of the class room decorum. In Spain, it
women apply
Location: Barcelona, Spain
to college. It's been a decline that has
is considered extremely rude to have any type of
this
year
than
Reason for going:
continued and apparently 110 one Can
food or beverage, other
ever
before.
And
.------------mr----, than water, in the class
1 love to travel and specifically
pinpoint the exact reason for the
the word also is. that we will have a
picked Bryant because I knew that
trend although there are many theoroom. Sweatpants and much larger group of women in the
it offered a well organized abroad
hats are uncommon; , incoming class this fall. I say this is a ries and experts devoting lots of time
program. I chose Spain, however,
to understand this change.
likewise, students come great thing. It really is good news
because I have always wan.ted to uti,
The experience at Bryanr has
to class dressed neatly,
on
most
college
campuses
because
lize my knowledge of the Spanish
been different. Because we have had a
Note taking is done in
today,
female
students
out
number
language a,nd knew that I would
focus on business, it seems that more'
a notebook, never on a males with percentages around 53%
only truly learn if 1 immersed myself
boys than girls in high school know
computer. Lastly,
female and higher a t some institucompletely in the Spanish culture.
they want a career in business. So in
school hi Spain is very
tions. Years ago the numbers of
Best experience/memory:
the past, fewer girls have applied to
much dependent on
males
and
females
on
campus
were
My apartment was only a mile
Bryant and other business colleges
self-motivation and self- equal but it seems that fewer males
from the Beach. With only a few
which results in a very small pool of
discipline. In most
are attending college these days.
weeks left in the semester, my new
high school girls with an interest in
classes, attendance is
So
for
us
to
have
a
larger
number
friends and.I werlt and sat on the
business. Now .that Bryant has
not top priority and
of
females
attending
Bryant
means
sand together. We each reflected
expanded its Liberal Arts offerings,
whether or not you
that there will be more women in
about the experiences we had been
more girls are interested in coming
pass the course
classes,
in
the
residences
halls,
in
the
through and told each other how
here.
depends solely on one
dining
facilities
and
at
all
the
social
much we valued our newly fon'iled
The effect of larger female populafinal exam.
functions.
friendships. This was a very moving
tions at Bryant could register some
How did this experiHowever,
on
most
campuses,
the
night for me. It was at this time I
noticeable changes, including the
ence change you?
gender gap is widening. Female sturealized that 1 had experienced
types of courses or programs that are
I am a different per- dents continue to outrlumber male
something very unique. I would
offered. The influx of female students
son now than I was
students, although --surprise, surprise- has already led to Women's Studies
return back home as'a new'person,
before I went abroad.
. men still hold more positions of
and more diverse classes and prowith cherished friends; and an
While I was in Spain, I power on campus. These days, the
appreciative outlook on life.
grams. And if women continue to be
had the opportunity to seats in college lecture halls are filled
Funny culrural experience:
a presence on this campus, there
experience another cuI. more frequently by female students
Although I was terrified at the
could be more pressure to hir~ more
ture and reevaluate
than
their
male
counterparts.
time, looking back, there was one
women in decision-making positions.
what I valued in my
What
do
these
trends
mean
for
incident that my friends and 1 all
Of course, at Bryant we must also
own life. I do not have students and the future of higher
laugh about now. I was eating at a
confront the question of how social
enough room to truly
that
education?
Did
you
know
Cafe one day and rwo people came and stole
life on campus will evolve as the num·
explain this life changing experi~nce. It is·some· women now make up 56 percent of
my wallet from my bag. 1 chased them all the
ber of women students grows. I think
thing that can only be summed up as the best
the
college
population
and
that
way up the main street in Barcelona and actual·
the social life will improve for the bettime of my life so far. I am so appreciative of
number continues to increase.
ly caught them and grabbed my wallet back. I
ter and I think women will enjoy the
. this opportunity.
Within ten years, three million more
fact that they aren't always in the
was so angry and felt so violated I started
Would you study abroad again given the oppor, women than men could be attet}ding
yelling at them in English. Looking back, I
minority in the class room, at social
tunity?
college. Yet, this trend only tells half
must have portrayed myself to all onlookers as
events, in ~tudent organizations and
If I was given the opportunity to go again I
the
story.
While
female
students
are
just another crazy American running full speed
in the library. Ultimately, the greatwould be signed up for the next available flight. the majority at most colleges, males
in dress clothes and screaming.
'
est challenge for Bryant is to address
I fell in love with Spain-the culture, the people,
continue to hold more decision-makHow was the school different from Bryant
the reverse gender gap that exists here
the food. 1 have already looked into teaching
ing
administration
positions.
University?
in ways that ensure that both boys .
English to elementary students after graduation
,
Thirty
years
ago,
male
students
School in Spain provided an extremely dif,
'and girls have equal access to opporand maybe even being involved with a company were the majorjty on college campusferent cultural experience than school at
tunities ih the classroom, the playing
that would include traveling abroad frequently.
es.
Often
college
was
the
option
for
Bryant. First, if you have a 9 o'clock class, your
fields, and the r~.sidence halls.
boys
in
a
family
and
girls
di~n't
professor will not show up till about 9: 15 or
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"Yes, I do feel Bryant
responds to student
needs. No institution is
p~rfect, ~ut 1?ryant' keeps
. ImprovIng Itself and I
have witnessed many posi..
tive changes in the past
four years."
RohanJ.Shah

2006

.L----------~~..._ , _,. .,.
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"Bryant adequately
responds to stuaent con..
cerns and criticism as best
they can. Communication
gets bogged down in the
process, which is character..
istic of this bureaucracy of
ours, making it harder to
bring about changes."
Adam Muccino

2007

"No, I think this school is
run with little concern for
students. It is run like a
business; the only purpose
for the people running
Bryant is to make bills,
not listen to whiney brats
with Rroblems."
Donald Halpin

2009

"I think that Bryant
responds when concerns
are pursued through the
right channels and in the
Tight manner."
Michelle Sobol

2008

"Yes, through both
Bryant's willingness to let
Senate hear students' con..
cerns and follow UR, and
implementation of pro.grams for which students
may voice their concerns,
detailed surveys, and
meetings with advisors."
Steven Rosenblum

Z009

'~When pointed in the
right direction, Students'
problems are both heard
and solved. However, more
ilnportant issues such as
issues' pertaining to the
administration, classes, and
certain funding issues are
. not responded to or suffi..
.
ciently met."
Andrew Bagni
2009

"They do but we don't
always get to hear theirresponses. "
Ashley Lenz

2007

